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On the Level

Why We Hate Paint
The second Welsh stick chair I ever built was The second Welsh stick chair I ever built was T
made using both traditional methods and tra-
ditional materials. That meant elm for the seat, 
white oak for the legs and the arm bow, and ash 
for the spindles.

My plan was to color the chair with a brown 
stain that would visually tie these three species 
together. So after carefully preparing all my parts, 
making a few test boards using stains and hues 
that I was familiar with, I colored the chair one 
Saturday afternoon.

When the stain dried, the chair didn’t look 
like I had hoped. But I told myself to be patient; 
a topcoat of clear finish can change the final 
appearance of a fi nishing job.

And I was right; the chair looked even worse 
with a topcoat.

Something about the stain color I chose, the 
wood I picked for the chair or my fi nishing tech-
nique made these three 
species together look 
like a visual jumble. 
The coloring was so 
inconsistent that my eye 
would jump around the 
chair, never sure what 
was important or where 
to look next.

So I pored over my 
books on chairmaking 
and then slept on the 
problem. By morning, I knew the answer: Paint 
the thing. Lots of early furniture was painted, 
especially Windsor-style chairs that used a vari-
ety of species in their construction. 

But there was a problem here. A mental prob-
lem. Like most woodworkers, painting a piece 
of furniture was something of a last resort in my 
head. We woodworkers are supposed to celebrate 
the grain of the wood and fi nish it to enhance its 
swirls and swoops. A coat of paint on furniture is 
seen as evidence that something is amiss. Maybe 
we used inferior materials. Perhaps we chose 
our materials so poorly that the grain selection 
is ugly. Maybe our joinery is gappy. Or we are 
incapable of preparing a surface for a stain and 
topcoat. Or we simply cannot fi nish.

I hate stripping fi nish, so I decided to give the 
paint a try. I purchased a quart of dark Windsor 
green and some primer. I set to work covering 
up my misdeeds and pondering where I could 

Christopher SchwarzChristopher Schwarz
Editor

Confi rming that your assemblies are square 
by checking their diagonal measurements can 
be a struggle. It’s sometimes a three-handed 

operation to use a folding rule or tape mea-
sure. The best solution is to use string. 

Choose string that doesn’t stretch 
when pulled taut (I use hemp 

twine from the craft store). Tie 
a knot at one end and pinch 
the other end. Compare the 
diagonal measurements; 

compress the long dimen-
sion with a clamp.   

— Christopher Schwarz
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stash this chair in my house so my woodworking 
friends would never see it.

After two coats, the chair looked radically 
different. Details that had been obscured by the 
grain or stain color jumped out in sharp relief. 
During construction, I had carved a small gut-
ter around the perimeter of the seat that – when 
painted – appeared as a perfect dark line rimming 
the work. I had spent an hour planing and fi ling a 
nice curved chamfer on three edges of the crest 
rail at the top of the chair. Those chamfers now 
shined, no longer shying away from attention. 
And a chamfer on the swooping arm bow looked 
clearly tied to the chamfers on the crest rail.

But there was more. When I stood back a few 
steps I could really and truly see the chair. It 
was like a graphic drawing of a chair. It looked 
more like a shiny green animal ready to pounce 
than a jumble of sticks covered in brown goo. 

It looked like the chair 
I had seen in my head 
when I set out to build 
it. I simply had to cover 
the wood with two coats 
of paint to uncover its 
true form.

Years later now, I’ve 
found that painting fur-
niture well is a skill that 
requires careful cultiva-
tion. Since painting that 

fi rst chair, I’ve painted a full set that I’ve built and 
have been experimenting with different mixes 
of paint and varnish (to give the paint a lumines-
cence) and different brushing techniques. Paint-
ing a chair is as challenging as any hand-applied 
fi nish I’ve ever tried.

And now I know the truth: Paint doesn’t 
obscure mistakes. Instead, paint can reveal the 
form (good, bad or average) that we sometimes 
try to hide with fl ashy joinery, showy wood and 
shiny fi nishes. The opaque pigment lays bare our 
skills as designers of furniture, which is perhaps 
one of the real reasons we avoid painting the 
things we build. things we build. WM

“Many of the things I make are not 
treated in any way afterwards, because 
nothing that I can put on them will 
enhance the beauty of the natural wood.”

James Krenov
“A Cabinetmaker’s Notebook” (Linden)

Highly Recommended
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Letters
Shaker Cabinet Correction
I spent a considerable amount of time last night 
studying your article on the Shaker cabinet 
(Spring 2006). I noticed two minor problems 
with the drawings that you may wish to correct 
for the future. 

First, the foot on the front stile on the drawing is 
21⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " and the arc is 11⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ ". However, on the completed 

cabinet these are obviously incorrect. Without 
taking dividers to the photo, it appears the two 
measurements are at least reversed. If the total 
stile is 4" then the foot looks like an 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "+/-. 
Also, the top view on the plan shows the cor-

rect rabbeted back while the side view shows a 
butt joint. I assume the interior line on that view 
should be dashed.

Bill Strathearn
Elizabeth, Colorado

Bill,
You’re right that the details of the foot aren’t 
quite right. I think we swapped the arcs and then 
adjusted the dimensions on the details to correct 
our mistake – instead of adjusting the arcs. One 
other correction: The face-frame rail should be 
3" wide, not 21⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ ".
As to the back, however, the drawing is cor-

rect. The back is butt-jointed as shown in profi le 
– it’s nailed to the back edge of the top. The plan 
view shows the back without the moulding on the 
right side and with the moulding on the left, with 
a bit of ghosting.

 Robert Lang, senior editor

Why Use a Drawbore Pin?
One Woodworker’s Experience
I just fi nished a bed for my wife and me. It’s made 
out of solid hard maple in a Spanish mission sort 
of style. The headboard alone weighs about 175 
pounds. The bed turned out great – so great that 
my wife wrote a letter to Lie-Nielsen Toolworks 
and thanked them for their great tools and for 
putting a smile on my face this past Christmas 
morning. But, I had to tell you how well the draw-

bores on the headboard and footboard came out. 
The bedposts are 31⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " square and the headboard 
rails are 11⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " thick. I ended up making the tenons 
1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " thick, 6" high and 13⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ " long. I drilled the holes 

in my mortise about 1⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ " back from the edge. The 

offset in the tenon was about 1⁄1⁄1
8⁄8⁄ " and the drawbore 

dowel was 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ ". My fi rst fi ve joints were perfect. 

The dowels took some effort to pound in but not 
too much. When the dowel came out the back side, 
you could see where the oak had split some and 
was deformed. It’s amazing how tight those joints 
get pulled. But, my last joint was offset a bit too 
much. I destroyed one dowel and had to pull the 
joint apart to elongate the hole in the tenon. I wish 
I’d had a drawbore pin then! I used your guidelines 
(“Drawboring Resurrected” Autumn 2005) and 
picked up the alignment tool set at Sears to make 
a pin. It turned out really well. 

Dave Brown
Germantown, Maryland

Using Clinch Nails Correctly
I really enjoyed your article on the use of cut nails 
in the last Woodworking Magazine (Spring 2006). 
In the article, you briefl y mention the use of clinch 
nails. A friend of mine who just installed some 
fl ooring using cut nails now wants to build a batten 
door for the bathroom in his house. I suggested 
that he use clinch nails, but after the suggestion 
realized I had no idea how to actually use them. 
After we guessed at it for a little while, it occurred 
to me that I should probably just ask. So could 
you tell me how clinch nails are used? 

This is what I know (I think): 
- Clinch nails are more malleable than other 

cut nails.
- You need them to be substantially longer than 

the thickness of the pieces they are joining.
Here is what I know I don’t know (if you know 

what I mean): 
- Is the size of a pilot hole for a clinch nail a 

bit larger than for other cut nails because of its 
malleability? 

- What is the process for bending the nail? Is 
it bent after it is driven or as it is emerging from 
the material? 

- Do you just pound the exposed section of 
nail fl ush with the material or is there something 
more subtle here? 

Any help would be appreciated. 
Dan Chaffi n 

Louisville, Kentucky

Dan, 
Clinch nails are pretty easy to use. Choose a size 
that is about 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " longer than your overall mate-
rial thickness. Drive a pilot hole through the 
work – you’ll want to test the hole size for your 
material and size of nail.

Drive the nail into the hole until the tip just 
peeks out a tad. Then hold a large, smooth-faced 
hammer or what’s called a “bucking iron” (essen-
tially a small anvil) against the tip and drive the 
nail. The tip of the nail will bend over and then 
hook back into the wood. In the end, this will be 
stronger than a screw. 

Practice a few times to get the hang of it. It’s 
not hard. 

Christopher Schwarz, editor 

Pining for Perfect Pine
I love this magazine! OK, now that the acco-
lades are out of the way, here’s my dilemma: This 
weekend I was working on a simple project that 
required a couple of pieces of pine about 12" long 
and 6" wide.

OK, no problem, I’ll use that stuff I picked up at 
the local home-building chain awhile back.  Fol-
lowing closely the advice I have read many times, 
I started to dress the stock on my jointer – the 
face, the edge and then the ends on the table saw. 
After I was fi nished surfacing the face “dead fl at” 
on the jointer and running the other side through 
my planer, I ended up with something less than 
1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " thick – good for kindling but not quite what I 
had in mind for my project.

When I look at your magazine and the sev-
eral other good ones, I drool over the sugar pine, 
white pine, yellow pine or whatever species of 

“Quidvis Recte Factum Quamvis 
Humile Praeclarum.” (Whatever is 
rightly done, however humble, is noble.)

— Sir Henry Royce of Rolls-Royce

After drilling a After drilling a 
pilot hole, drive 
nail until it just 
pokes throughpokes through

Back the nail with 
a smooth-faced 
hammer or 
bucking ironbucking iron
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HOW TO CONTACT US
Send your comments and questions via 
e-mail to letters@fwpubs.com, or by 
regular mail to Woodworking Magazine, Woodworking Magazine, Woodworking Magazine
Letters, 4700 E. Galbraith Road, 
Cincinnati, OH 45236. Please include your 
complete mailing address and daytime 
phone number. All letters become 
property of Woodworking Magazine.

pine it is that I see you working with. It’s always 
beautiful. Unfortunately, the only stuff I can get 
here in the wild West is No. 2 pine at the big box 
store. Things are not much better at the only good 
local lumberyard.

Even the D select and clear stock I can get at 
the lumberyard and home building center are no 
better. They are already surfaced to 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " so when I 
try to make them dead fl at I get the same result.

I have two questions:
1. Where can I get the kind of pine that I see all 

of you working with? I tried all the web sites but 
none of the sources seem to have what I need.

I want a place that I can get 4/4 or 8/4 pine still 
in the rough.

2. What am I doing wrong?
Hank Verbais

Tucson, Arizona
Hank,
Living out in the beautiful West has got to have 
at least one disadvantage! And I think that dis-
advantage is having no access to the longleaf 
pine we have readily available here in the South 
and Midwest.

You can get nice clear yellow and white pine 
by mail, though it’s going to cost you. Steve Wall 
(http://www.walllumber.com/default.asp) sells 
good stuff, and we’ve had very good luck with 
that company. 

And by any chance have you tried the Wood-
Finder web site (http://www.woodfi nder.com/)? 
I’m always surprised at what pops up when I use 
this free search engine.

You also might want to investigate other soft-
wood species used for construction. Can you 
get fi r or hemlock? When I’ve been in Southern 
California it’s been widely available.

It’s generally sold wet, so it needs to be dried 
out a bit in the garage. But if you buy 2 x 12s, it’s 
quite clear and straight.

 Christopher Schwarz, editor

Roubo Planing Stop Confusion
I’m well into the process of building a Roubo-style 
workbench. It’s been quite an adventure so far. 
I’m assembling the legs/stretchers and hope to 
have the bench upright, standing on its own four 
feet, this weekend.

I do have a couple of questions I’m hoping you 
can answer.

1. Planing stop – the article describes this as 
having a friction fi t. Can you elaborate on this a 
bit? I was thinking of making the planing stop 
spring-loaded like some off-the-shelf bench stops. 
Here again am I missing something – is the plan-
ing stop hole tapered?

2. Finish – the article stated you used an “oil/
varnish” blend on your bench – can you be more 
specifi c? My idea is to use a good, durable (maybe 
fi lm-forming) fi nish on the legs/stretchers/under-

side and then use a work/maintenance-friendly 
fi nish on the top surface after I plane it.

Thomas Reading
Lakewood, Ohio

Thomas,
The planing stop doesn’t require a mechanism or 
spring or anything to work well. Cut the mortise 
in the top and then trim the stop with a plane until 
the stop will move up and down in the mortise 
with a mallet tap.

While I can, and do, appreciate fi ne workman-
ship, I still fall back on Jeremy Bentham’s prin-
ciple of utility. That is, an article’s value rests not 
in beauty, but in usefulness.

Besides that, if you have bolted something 
together, you can easily take it apart – and get it 
out through the shop door.

Dan J. Kolar
Lincoln, Nebraska

Understand the Life Cycle of A 
Cordless Tool’s Battery
A very common question for cordless tool owners 
centers on the “life cycle” of their batteries. When 
will they know when it’s time to recharge (or 
replace) a battery and how will different chargers 
affect the life of the battery? We took the question 
to one of the sources, Bosch Power Tools. 

— David Thiel, senior editor
Manufacturers refer to the number of times a bat-
tery can be charged over its life as cycle-life. The 
best way to know when a battery needs replace-
ment is to watch for a drop in tool performance or 
runtime. For a battery nearing the end of its cycle-
life, the drop-off is usually dramatic. Track this 
over a number of cycles and if you notice a change 
dramatic enough to warrant disposing of the bat-
tery, recycle the old pack (visit the call2recycle.
org web site) and replace it with a new one. As 
for chargers, two kinds are commonly available: 
one-hour (or less) “smart” chargers and three-
hour plus standard chargers. Smart chargers, 
most commonly used with professional brands 
such as Bosch, include sophisticated electronics 
that track a battery’s ability to receive a charge 
and will shut the charger off once complete. It is 
highly unlikely a battery would damage a charger 
such as this. Conversely, standard chargers, do 
not incorporate smart technology. As a result, 
these chargers will continue to feed power into 
a battery, potentially damaging the battery or 
itself over the long term. For the best results, the 
most important thing to remember is to follow 
the manufacturer’s instructions. WM

Edwin Bender, 
group product manager for cordless tools, 

Bosch Power Tools

Mechanical Fasteners 
Elicit Fond Farm Memories
Please accept my compliments for the Spring 
2006 Woodworking Magazine. That this publica-
tion actually mentioned using mechanical fasten-
ers just makes me warm and fuzzy all over.

For various reasons, I had diffi culties in high 
school woodshop. The foremost cause, however, 
seems to have been my tainted upbringing.

Growing up on a central-Nebraska farm meant 
I had to help Dad build everything from boxes to 
barns. My father never felt that we had enough 
time to fool around with glue or cleverness. So we 
used nails, screws and bolts. Though our works 
weren’t especially elegant, many remain standing 
or in daily use a half-century later.

Planing stopPlaning stop

Place a square of veneer Place a square of veneer 
in bench mortise (without glue)

If your top shrinks (which it will if your bench is 
made of framing lumber) then the top will tighten 
on the stop and you might need to plane it a bit 
more later on. If the stop itself shrinks (mine did 
– and I used really dry quartersawn ash) then 
it will loosen up and fall out with a mallet tap. 
You can tighten up the action of the stop with 
a square of veneer inserted (without glue) into 
the mortise.

Eventually, after a year or so, you’ll fi nd the 
magic spot. It’s not hard to do, promise.

As to the fi nish, an oil/varnish blend is the real 
name of any off-the-shelf tung-oil fi nish. It’s just a 
little varnish, a good deal of linseed oil and some 
mineral spirits added until it’s wipe-able.

Your fi nishing plan sounds fi ne – I fi nished 
my entire bench with the oil/varnish blend and 
added some wax.

 Christopher Schwarz, editor
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Shortcuts
Better Dust Collection and Fast 
Paper Changes for Your Sander
Because sanding dust is such a nuisance (and a 
health hazard), it’s best to do everything you can 
to help your random-orbit sander collect dust.

One good step is to accurately line up the holes 
in the sandpaper with the dust-collection holes 
in the pad of the sander, but this can take three 
or four attempts to get it just right.

For my shop, I developed a very simple paddle 
that works with both eight-hole and five-hole 
sandpaper disks. To use it, you simply place the 
sandpaper on the two dowels then press the paddle 
to the pad of your sander. The two dowels in the 
paddle fi t right into the holes in the tool’s sanding 
pad so the paper ends up perfectly positioned on 
the fi rst attempt.

Here’s how to make it: The paddle is a piece of 
hardwood, 1 ⁄ 1 ⁄ 1

4⁄4⁄ " x 21⁄1 ⁄1
2⁄2⁄ " x 10" and shaped as shown.  

The dowels are 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ " in diameter and 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " long. Use 
your sandpaper disks to lay out the location of 
the holes. For the eight-hole paper, the centers 
of the two dowels will be about 111⁄11 ⁄11

16⁄16⁄ " apart. For 
the five-hole paper, the centers will be about 15⁄5⁄5

8⁄8⁄ " 
apart – let the sandpaper do the layout. Drill 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ "-
diameter through holes and glue the dowels in 
place. Use a rasp or sandpaper to shape them so 
the sandpaper disk goes on and off them easily.

Carl BilderbackCarl Bilderback
LaPorte, Indiana

A Simple Jig that Scrapes the Edges of Boards Perfectly Square
There are many times that I’m working on the 
edge of a board and I have a two-part problem: 
I need to remove some toolmarks and I need to 
keep that edge square to the face of a board. This 
is particularly a problem when the edge is curved 
and I’ve shaped it with a rasp or a pattern-cutting 
bit with my router, and I need to remove the tool-
marks and burn marks.

Typically I’ll use a spokeshave or sandpaper 
wrapped around a dowel, but it’s easy to take 
the edge out of square using these methods, or 
even create a hump on the middle of the edge I’m 
working on. And the spokeshave has the added 
problem of occasionally tearing out where the 
grain reverses. A few years ago I modifi ed an 
old combination square to help me fi x the prob-
lem: I sharpened the blade with a burr like a card 
scraper. I held the stock of the square against the 
face and would scrape the edge square.face and would scrape the edge square.

However, you don’t have to sacrifi ce a com-
bination square to do this. You can make this 
jig in about 10 minutes from a scrap that will do 
the trick brilliantly. The scrap is 11⁄1 ⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " x 11⁄1 ⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " x 6". 

Using your band saw, cut a kerf down the middle 
of one edge that is 31⁄1 ⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " long. Drill two pilot holes 
and countersinks for #8 x 1" screws at the top of 
the kerf as shown. Slip your sharpened scraper 
into the kerf and tighten the screws, which will 
close the kerf on the scraper and secure it. You 
can easily adjust the scraper to reveal an unused 
section of the tool by loosening the screws, or 
you can also adjust the scraper so it clears other 
obstacles in its way.

Christopher Schwarz, editor

Adjust scraper in jig 
side to side to fi nd an side to side to fi nd an 
unused section

Cut kerf down the middle 
of a scrap block

Workpiece

Use screws to tighten jig around scraperUse screws to tighten jig around scraper

The garden-variety blue painter’s tape enjoys a 
permanent spot near our workbenches because it 
has so many other uses. It’s made for the fi nishing 
trade (3M is a common brand) and will release 
from fi nished surfaces without leaving adhesive 
behind or pulling up your fi nish for 14 days.

But we end up using it for a good deal more than 
that. Here are some other uses we’ve found: 

It’s great for adjusting a plunge router in small 
and accurate increments. Our tape is .003" thick, 
so if we need to make a hinge mortise a little shal-
lower or a tenon a little thicker, we apply a layer (or 

Uses No. 231 and 232 for Common Painter’s Tape
two or three) to the turret depth stop of the plunge 
router. Each layer reduces the cut by .003".

We also use the tape’s consistent thickness to 
tweak the fence faces of our machinery. If our 
table saw fence is not square to the table, or the 
fence for the mortiser is out, we’ll simply shim 
between the fence face and the part it attaches 
to. Because the tape can be cut to short lengths, 
we’ve even removed twist from a table saw fence 
face using the tape. It’s good stuff.

— The Woodworking Magazine editors

Use the sand-
paper as a 
guide to locate 
the dowels

1⁄4⁄4⁄ " 
hardwood 
paddle

Spacing will be different Spacing will be different 
for 5 or 8 hole sandersfor 5 or 8 hole sanders

Dowels are 3 ⁄3 ⁄3 8⁄8⁄ " dia. 
by by 33 ⁄⁄3 ⁄33 ⁄3 44⁄4⁄⁄4⁄ " long" long
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A Better Solution for Recycling 
Broken Sharpening Stones
Sharpening stones are both fragile and expensive, 
so breaking one is a common and frustrating 
problem in the workshop.

If one of your oilstones or waterstones cracks 
apart after a fall from the bench, don’t throw it 
away. The shards can be easily reshaped to handle 
diffi cult sharpening tasks.

Sharpening stones are easily shaped using a 
belt/disk sander (good dust collection is essen-
tial for this operation). You can round over the 
edge of a fragment to make a rounded sharpening 
stone that’s ideal for sharpening carving gouges 
or curved plane blades. Sanding a “V” shape 
on a stone will allow you to touch up your “V” 
gouges. Sanding a gentle curve on a piece will 
allow you to use the stone to sharpen inshaves 
and scorps.

Thomas Lie-Nielsen
Warren, Maine

SEND US YOUR SHORTCUT
We will send you $25 to $100 for each 
Shortcut we print. Send your Shortcut via 
e-mail to shortcuts@fwpubs.com, or by 
regular mail to Woodworking Magazine, Woodworking Magazine, Woodworking Magazine
Shortcuts, 4700 E. Galbraith Road, Cincin-
nati, OH 45236. Please include your com-
plete mailing address and daytime phone 
number. All Shortcuts become property 
of Woodworking Magazine.

Add Accuracy and Speed To 
Your Bench Hook
The traditional bench hook is a great accessory for 
crosscutting small pieces that are too dangerous 
to be handled on the table saw or miter saw.

It also can be easily set up to make repeat cuts, 
which is great when you have to crosscut a bunch 
of dowel stock to precise lengths. Here are the 
two things I do to my bench hook to make it faster 
and more accurate to use. First: On the fence, I 
mark off 3" worth of dimensions in eighths of 
an inch. Having these dimensions handy on the 
bench hook allows me to swiftly mark a piece for 
a quick single cut.

These dimensions on the fence also help me 
place a stop at a certain length for repetitive tasks. 
I use a small spring clamp as a stop on my bench 
hook. I clamp it right on the dimension that I want 
to be my fi nished length and start cutting. WM

Christopher Schwarz, editor

A Dial Indicator Base Can Help 
Speed Your Sharpening
I’ve acquired a few new tools recently and have 
been setting about to make things right in the 
world such as appearance, fettling and sharpening. 
I dread these tasks because I am an anal-retentive 
sharpener in that I like to see my refl ection in the 
backs of plane irons.

Maniacal perfection is the norm when it comes 
to fl attening irons for me. Bevels not so, but plane 
irons must be fl at. Achieving this is hard on the 
hands. Recently, I struck upon a great idea. I 
removed my dial indicator from its magnetic 
base and stuck the base on the plane iron. I fl ipped 
the toggle and put the iron/base to the stone. It 
was comfortable, not so hard on the hands, and 
made the process go much faster. The magnetic 
base adds mass and therefore you don’t need to 
exert as much force on the stone. 

Try it and see if you like it.
Pete Mueller

Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan

Dial indicator base
Sharpening 
stone

Dial base magnetically 
locks onto blade adding 
weight and an easy grip

Jointer’s stop bracket

Screw and nuts lock 
fence at 90°

Draw scale on bench hook fence 
for easy measurement

Spring clamp acts Spring clamp acts 
as a stopas a stop

Bench hookBench hook
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Fix Your Power Jointer’s Fence 
So it is Always Square
The fence on almost every power jointer tends 
to go out of square to the table, and checking the 
fence every time with a try square is a necessary 
ritual. In our shop (and in almost all of the shops 
we’ve visited), we almost never adjust the jointer’s 
fence to make bevel cuts. We want the fence to 
stay at 90° virtually all of the time.

So we tweaked our jointer’s fence so it is locked 
at 90°, and we are thrilled. Here’s how we did it: 
All jointer fences have adjustable stops at 45° 
and 90° so you can quickly set the fence to these 
two angles. We simply replaced the screw that is 
used to tweak these angles with a longer machine 
screw that we picked up at the home center in the 
hardware section. The longer screw captures the 
fence and locks it at 90°. To ensure our setting 
stays at 90°, we also jammed a couple nuts on 
the machine screw to lock the machine screw in 
position. After months of heavy use, the jointer’s 
fence hasn’t budged a bit. If we do want to bevel 
the fence (a once-in-a-decade adjustment) we can 
still simply release the screw.

This fi x took about 10 minutes, and it sure beat 
our next option, which involved a welder. 

Robert Lang, senior editor

“Since the glaciers last retreated and 
since humans began to build and 
settle down, there have been but two 
versions of the world: the world 
made with wood and the world made 
with coal and oil . One lasted twelve 
to fifteen millennia; the other has lasted 
about 250 years so far.”

— William Bryant Logan
from his book “Oak: The Frame of Civilization” 



Why Wedge Tenons? 
Early craftsmen often drove 

wedges into their tenons 

to make the joint stouter. 

Should you? And if so, how?

The venerable mortise-and-tenon joint allowed The venerable mortise-and-tenon joint allowed T
the fi rst woodworkers to build furniture that was 
both lightweight and strong. But it was the simple 
wedge that ensured the work would last hundreds 
(even thousands) of years.

A wedge is one of the six “simple machines” 
of physics and is the reason an ax can split wood 
and a nail can hold it together.

When a wedge is driven into the end of a tenon, 
it expands the tenon and forces the end of the 
tenon to become wider than the joint is near the 
shoulder. When this technique is used in a mortise 
with trumpet-shaped walls, the wedge transforms 
the tenon into what resembles a dovetail. The 
result is an astonishingly strong joint.

The wedged joint shows up frequently in the 
historical record in Egyptian furniture, large 
doors for houses and cabinets, and in chairs. 
But as glues became stronger, this joint fell into 
decline. Today the wedged tenon shows up mostly 
as a decorative motif on high-end furniture or in 
Windsor and ladderback chairs.

Good-quality chairs probably will always use 
this joint, no matter how strong adhesives become. 
In the ongoing battle of child vs. chair, the chair 
will always need all the help it can get.

And there’s little need for this joint in the 
realm of the commercial cabinetmaker. Kitchens 
aren’t designed to last a lifetime, so there’s no 
need to waste precious time and material on a 
door or cabinet that’s going to end up in the dump 
before the glue ever gives up its grip.

But for the home woodworker, this joint should 
defi nitely be in your arsenal. Make a sample joint 
one afternoon in the shop and you are sure to be 
intrigued by its pure cunning. When executed 
properly, a wedged tenon locks the components 
together like no other frame joint. And because 
of this immediate lock, you can reduce your reli-
ance on piles and piles of expensive clamps. Once 

the joint is wedged, you can take the clamps off 
and manipulate the assembly.

Wedging a tenon is, in theory, stronger than 
drawboring a mortise-and-tenon joint. And 
while wedging is a bit more work to execute 
than drawboring, it has some other advantages. 

Wedging is remarkably forgiving – your first 
joint will be stout (if not showy). When done 
with traditional methods, it is actually a revers-
ible joint. And the result defi nitely appeals to the 
modern woodworking eye, which appreciates 
visible joinery.

Wedging a through-tenon adds strength, but also complexity. We investigated the various ways to make 
this joint to fi nd the simplest and most reliable method.
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Theory vs. Practice
There are a few rules for wedging a tenon, and 
they all seem to contradict one another; it depends 
on which book you read or school you attend. 
And though I have personally wedged hundreds 
of joints (mostly in chairs and in Arts & Crafts 
furniture), I’ve also been fl ummoxed by the lore 
that shrouds this joint.

So I made a bunch of these joints in walnut 
and maple using a variety of common techniques. 
All the techniques resulted in a stout joint that 
looked good. Then I sawed them all apart to see 
what actually happened inside the joint when the 
wedge entered the picture.

When it comes to the shape of the mortise, 
there is little disagreement among the pundits. 
The area where the tenon enters the work should 
be narrower than where the tenon exits on the 
far side. In essence, the mortise should have a 
bit of a trumpet shape. The taper on the mortise 
walls should start somewhere in the middle of the 
mortise – you don’t have to taper the entire wall 
of the joint. As you’ll see shortly, this trumpet 
shape is easy to make with a chisel.

When it comes to the tenon, that’s where the 
disagreements begin. One school of thought is 
that you should do nothing to the tenon before 
assembly and merely wedge the gaps at the ends 
of the mortise only. While this works, I found that 
you don’t get as much good wedge-to-tenon-to-
mortise contact as with the other methods that 
I investigated. 

Saw Kerfs in the Tenon
Another dominant school of thought is that you 
should cut two saw kerfs down most of the length 
of the tenon and then drive wedges into the kerfs. 
Some sources show using a backsaw (which has a 
thin kerf) to cut the kerfs. Other sources show a 
full-size handsaw cutting the kerfs. I’ve used both 
methods successfully in my work, and I tried both 
methods for this article and then sawed the joints 
apart to see if they offered different results. 

The wider kerf of the full-size handsaw 
allowed the wedges to penetrate more deeply, 
but there was very little difference in the appear-
ance of the joint on the inside. The joint locked 
solidly up and down the mortise walls.

So if you go this route, which saw should 
you choose for the kerfs? I choose a saw based 
on how close the tenon fi ts in the mortise when I 
complete the fi tting of the joint. In making chairs, 
for example, the tenon is usually a close fi t, so I 
choose a handsaw with the bigger kerf (or I use a 
band saw). If I use a small-kerf backsaw for this 
job, there is a real risk that I won’t get much of 
the wedge into the kerf and the wedge will snap 
off when I drive it (as you drive the wedge, the 
mortise fi ghts back; if your fi rst blow is a mis-
strike you can snap off the wedge if there’s a tight 
fi t on the tip of the wedge).

When the tenon is a looser fi t in its mortise, I 

use a backsaw to cut the kerfs. If I use a full-size 
handsaw in this instance, I could create too much 
space that the wedges can’t fi ll.

Saw the Kerfs and Then Drill Holes
Another common variant of this joint is to saw 
kerfs down the tenon and then drill a hole at the 
bottom of the kerf. The theory goes that the hole 
will allow the sides of the tenon to bend outward 

– instead of splitting the tenon at the bottom of 
the saw kerf. The other assertion is that the hole 
will reduce the chances for splitting the part of 
your project that has the mortise.

This technique always smelled funny to me. 
I’ve never had a tenon split on me below the joint’s 
shoulder line, even during my most aggressive 
moments with a hammer. I suppose a split could 
happen, but none of the joints I made and then 
sawed apart for this article showed evidence of 
signifi cant splitting.

But I decided I should investigate what hap-
pens inside the joint when made this way. First 
I sawed the kerfs as before. Then I drilled 9⁄9⁄9

64⁄64⁄ "-
diameter holes at the bottom of each kerf. On half 
of the sample joints I centered the hole on the kerf. 
On the other half of the samples I positioned the 

Because this tenon has a loose fi t (about 1⁄8⁄8⁄ " on 
either side), I used a backsaw to make the kerfs in 
the tenon. Note that the kerfs don’t extend all 
the way down to the tenon’s shoulder. There’s no 
need – the wedges will only travel so far.

Here’s what the joint at left looked like when 
sawn apart. The wedges didn’t make it all the 
way down to the bottom of the kerf from the 
backsaw, but the tenon fi lled the mortise nicely 
using this method. The joint with the kerf made 
by a full-size handsaw looked almost identical, 
except the wedges made it further in.

Here you can see the joint with a hole drilled 
tangent to the kerf (left) and centered on the 
kerf. In all the samples, the joints with a hole that 
was tangent to the kerf split back up the tenon as 
shown – this one fi lled with glue after the split.

Here’s a close-up of another example. Note how 
the reverse split closed up the kerf and stopped 
the wedge from entering the joint further.

Wedges 
end here

Kerfs 
end here

Kerf closed 
by split
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Horn

The split tenons looked the best overall, were 
easy to assemble and had fewer steps. Note how 
the wedges (and the split) followed the grain lines 
of the wood. This caused the wedges to enter the 
joint at a slight angle, but there was no difference 
in the fi nished appearance of the joint.

hole so its edge was tangent to (just touching) the 
kerf. Both variations are common.

 When I sawed apart these joints, they all 
behaved exactly the same. For the joints with 
the hole centered on the kerf, the joint looked 
fi ne and solid overall. One of the examples had 
a tiny split at the bottom of the kerf, but nothing 
to get worked up about.

However, the examples that had the hole tan-
gent to the kerf performed oddly in my opinion. 
These holes actually introduced a split that ran 
back up the tenon. This second split leveraged the 
kerf closed and reduced the amount of penetration 
allowed to the wedge. Some of these splits fi lled 
up with glue that squeezed in from the mortise 
wall; others did not.

The bottom line on this joint is that I don’t 
think that the holes are worth the extra steps 
involved. They don’t seem to offer any advan-
tage in a typical joint and they make driving the 
wedge more diffi cult. So skip the drill.

No Kerfs, Just a Chisel
There was one more variant I wanted to try that 
chairmaker David Fleming taught me. He doesn’t 
saw a kerf in a tenon to make room for the wedge. 
Instead, he assembles the joint with glue and then 
splits the tenon with a chisel that is the same width 
as the tenon’s thickness.

Introducing a split seemed like a bad idea 
when I was fi rst introduced to the technique. I 
was worried that the violent splitting action would 
ruin the tenoned piece, even before wedging. 
And the method left even less room for a wedge 
than the other techniques. Plus it seemed just a 
bit crude and rash. But I’m always willing to try 

Assembling the Wedge Joint

When marking out the mortises, be sure to 
leave some extra length in the stiles, some-
times called “horns.” The horns reduce the 
chance your joint will self-destruct during 
joinery or assembly.

Tip the chisel a few degrees as shown and drive it 
into the work. You want to stop the taper some-
where in the middle of the mortise. Don’t go all 
the way to the bottom.

With the wedge material flipped and in position, 
make the second cut. The 4° slope on both edges 
produces a wedge with an 8° slope.

new things and then saw them apart.
The results were surprising. Splitting the tenon 

was fast and easy and the wedges slipped into 
the split without fuss and were easy to drive into 
the work. But what did the joint look like after 
an autopsy? Surprisingly good. The wood split 
along the growth rings of the tenon, which caused 
the splits to be at a slight angle. But the wedges 
penetrated deeply and evenly. Time after time, 
this joint looked better and more solid than the 
others we tried.

Splitting the tenon isn’t always the best way 
to go, however. If your tenon is a close fi t in its 
mortise, you could snap the wedge prematurely 
before much of it has entered the joint.

So our recommendation is to split the tenon 
with a chisel when you have a loose fi t (about 1⁄1⁄1

8⁄8⁄ " 
on either side of the tenon) and to use a saw kerf 
when you have a tight fit.

Making the Joint
Once you have decided how to wedge the joint, 
the rest of the joint design is straightforward. By 
using some traditional layout methods, you will 
make things easier on yourself.

• Add “horns” to your stiles. When you make 
a frame assembly with rails and stiles, it’s tradi-
tional to cut your stiles a little longer (1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " on each 
end will do) than the fi nished length. The extra 
length, which is trimmed away later, reduces 
the chance that the end of your stiles will split 
when being mortised or wedged. It also gives 
you a little more surface area you can clamp to 
get that joint tight.

• Try hide glue. Using either liquid hide glue 
or hot hide glue makes this joint reversible when 
you add moisture and heat (a clothes iron and a 
wet towel do the trick). Hide glue allows you to 
pull the joint apart if you fi nd misfi tting joints 
after glue-up. It’s easier if you do disassemble  
the joint before you trim the wedges fl ush. Add 
the heat and steam, then pull the wedges out with 
pliers. Otherwise, pry out the wedges with an old 
chisel. Once you get the wedges out, the joint will 
be easy to disassemble from there. 

• Use white oak for the wedges. White oak 
is an excellent wood for wedges because it is 
common and can take a beating. Hickory and 
ash are also excellent. Using a fragile species for 
the wedges, such as cherry, increases the chance 
that the wedge will split. Make your wedges long 
enough that you will have at least 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " left to trim 
after assembly.

Follow the photos at right to see how we 
assemble this joint. With these techniques (par-
ticularly the wedge-cutting sled for the band 
saw), I think you’ll be pleased with this joint and 
soon ready for its interesting variations: diagonal 
wedging, which closes a gap around a tenon in 
all four directions, and fox-wedging, which is 
a sneaky technique for wedging a blind tenon. 

— Christopher Schwarz
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Click the text at right to visit David Fleming's web site.

http://www.leevalley.com/home/Articles.aspx?c=2&cat=32%2c47175&action=32
schwarzc
Note
Click the photo at left to visit Lee Valley's articles page where you can see where we got the idea for this jig.



I clamp all my stiles together and mark the joinery 
simultaneously. Here I’m using the actual tenon to lay 
out the mortise location. This reduces both measuring 
and error.

No matter how you make your mortise (a hollow-
chisel mortiser is shown here), don’t try to plunge all 
the way through from one side. Work from one edge, 
then flip the work over and work from the opposite 
edge (keeping the same face against the fence) until 
the two mortises meet.

On the edge where the tenon will exit the stile, 
mark out about 1⁄8⁄8⁄ " from your mortise. Use a chisel 
to first extend the wall of the mortise out to your 
layout line. Note that if you used a traditional mor-
tising chisel to cut your mortise, this step might 
be unnecessary. The natural levering action of the 
mortise chisel can be used to create the trumpet-
shaped mortise.

This jig makes wedges better than anything I know. 
I picked up the idea for it from Lee Valley’s web site 
(leevalley.com, look under the “Articles” section). It 
essentially is a sled that is skewed 4° and runs in the 
saw’s miter slot.

To make wedges, you need a board of suitable 
wedge material that is the same thickness as your 
tenon. First saw one end off of your blank; discard 
the waste piece.

Flip the wedge material over and position it so it 
overhangs the edge of the sled a bit. How much 
overhang depends on how pointy you want your 
wedge to be. Experiment.

Drive a chisel into the end of the tenon to split it. I 
positioned the chisel 5⁄5⁄5 16⁄16⁄ " from the end of the tenon 
and drove it straight down until the gap closed up.

Add your adhesive, yellow glue or hide glue, and 
drive your wedges into the joint. Tap them in evenly, 
alternating one wedge to another. The sound of the 
hammer hitting the wedge will change when the 
wedge hits bottom.

You can trim the joint flush with a flush-cutting 
saw. I like to use a band saw when I can take the 
assembly to the saw. WM

Horn
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Traditional Sawbench
Plastic sawhorses are OK in 

a pinch. However, once you 

build a sawbench you will 

wonder how you ever worked 

wood without it.

Sawbenches are not sawhorses. Though both 
devices support your work, real sawbenches can 
be pressed to do so much more that they are worth 
building in a long afternoon in the shop.

The major difference between a sawbench 
and a sawhorse is the top. On a sawhorse, the top 
is generally long and skinny. It will not support 
anything on its own. A sawbench has a wide top: 
7" is a common and useful width. And it’s this 
detail alone that makes them worth building. 
The wide top allows you to cut many cabinet-
sized parts using one sawbench alone. The top 
is also  an excellent clamping surface, allowing 
you to secure work to it. The sawbench is a step 
stool for reaching up high. It’s a mortising stool 
for hand-mortising operations – you secure the 
work over a leg and hold it down with a holdfast 
(hence the hole in the top). And then you sit on 
the sawbench astride or next to your work.

But, as they say on television, there’s more. 
Much more. The shelf below holds your square 
and saw as you move your stock in position. The 
V-shaped mouth on the top – called a “ripping 
notch” – supports your work as you notch out 
corners with a handsaw or jigsaw. And the top is 
the traditional place for a craftsman to sit when 
eating lunch.

The sawbench shown here is based entirely 
on traditional English forms. If you choose to 
alter this plan, resist changing the height of the 
sawbench. The 20" height is key to using the 
bench in conjunction with a Western handsaw. 
The 20" height allows you to use your legs to 
secure your work without clamps and makes the 
handsaw work effi ciently. The sawbench is high 
enough that a 26"-long saw at the proper cutting 
angle won’t hit the fl oor and the saw won’t be able 
to jump out of its kerf on the return stroke.

Build your sawbench out of any material that 
is plentiful, inexpensive and easy to work. The 
legs and lower braces are assembled much like 
the American Trestle Table in this issue: Create 
the through-mortise by cutting away the material 
before gluing the two pieces together that form 
each leg. If you like, chamfer all the edges of 
your components with a block plane or chamfer 
bit in a router.

Cut the ends of the legs at 10°, then cut a 
notch at the top of each leg that will allow it to 
nest into notches in the top piece. Each leg notch 
measures 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " x 21⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ " x 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ ". Cut your tenons on 
the lower braces then assemble the braces and 
legs. Drawbore the joints then wedge them using 
hardwood wedges and glue.

With the legs and braces assembled, clamp 
them temporarily to the top and mark precisely 
where they intersect the edges of the top. Take the 
clamps off and mark out the 11⁄1 ⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " x 21⁄1 ⁄1
2⁄2⁄ " notches 

in the top that will receive the legs. Saw out the 
notches and cut the ripping notch. Glue the leg 
assemblies to the top and reinforce the joint with 
a 1 ⁄1 ⁄1

2⁄2⁄ "-diameter dowel or Miller Dowel.
Clamp the plywood top braces in place and 

trace the angle of the legs on the braces. Unclamp 
the braces and saw each one to shape. Glue and 
screw the braces to the legs using three #8 x 2" 
wood screws in each leg. If you want to add a 
shelf, first rip a 10° bevel on the shelf braces and 
cut the ends of the shelf pieces at 10°. With the 
sawbench upside down on your bench, place the 
shelf pieces against the lower braces. Now glue 
the shelf braces against the shelf pieces and nail 
everything in place.

Bore a 3⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ "-diameter hole in the top for a 

holdfast or holddown. Position the hole so the 
pad of the holdfast will touch the tops of the legs. 
Mine is positioned to accommodate the Veritas 
hold-down. WM — Christopher Schwarz

The reason sawbenches are so useful is the top. The fact that it is fl at and has some width allows you to 
perform many operations on it. And the particular height of the sawbench unleashes the full effective-
ness of full-size Western-style handsaws and panel saws.
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Traditional Sawbench 
 NO. PART SIZES (INCHES) MATERIAL NOTES
 T W L

❑ 1 Top 11⁄4⁄4⁄  7 32 Pine

 ❑ 4 Legs 21⁄2⁄2⁄  21⁄2⁄2⁄  21 Pine Includes extra length for trimming

❑ 2 Lower braces 11⁄4⁄4⁄  21⁄2⁄2⁄  261⁄4⁄4⁄  Pine 25⁄5⁄5 8⁄8⁄ "-long tenon, both ends

❑ 2 Shelf braces 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄ 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  21 Pine 10° bevel on one long edge

 ❑ 8 Shelf pieces 11⁄4⁄4⁄  21⁄2⁄2⁄  91⁄4⁄4⁄  Pine 10° bevel both ends, cut to fi t

❑ 2 Top braces 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  5 91⁄2⁄2⁄  Plywood 10° angle on edges, cut to fi t

top view

front view end view

leg joint detail
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Understanding Splines
Edge joints don’t need to be 

reinforced to make them 

stronger, but the addition of 

thin strips in the joints serves 

a more important purpose. 

The hard part of making a solid-wood top isn’t The hard part of making a solid-wood top isn’t T
making it strong enough, or orienting the boards 
in the right direction, or having the proper mojo 
to keep it from warping later on. The hard part is 
lining up the edges of the pieces when you glue 
them together. If the individual boards don’t come 
together evenly, then a tremendous amount of 
work must be done once the glue has dried. The 
high spots will have to come down to match the 
surface, and what is worse, the entire surface will 
need to come down to match the low spots.

Splines, thin strips of wood placed in grooves 
on the edges of the pieces to be joined, are an 
excellent way to keep the boards aligned. Wood 
is fl exible enough in length that the splines will 
even out the undulations and hold the pieces 
straight while the clamps are applied. While 
they do make the joints stronger, butt-jointed 
pieces in a tabletop are strong enough without 
them. Making a strong link in a chain stronger 
won’t add anything to the weak links.

To make a fl at top, you obviously need to have 
fl at parts, but when you make a  top as large as 
the top on the American Trestle Table in this 
issue, you come up against the limits of your 
tools, skills and the material. Any work you do 
on a tabletop is easier to do before the top is put 
together. Flattening a single board isn’t that dif-
fi cult, but reaching over to the middle of a wide 
top to plane off 1⁄1⁄1

16⁄16⁄ " that’s sticking up above its 
neighbor is. Splines will keep edges aligned to 
each other even if the pieces have a slight amount 
of bow or twist, and are well worth the extra effort 
it takes to employ them.

If the material is planed to fi nished thickness 
(or close to it) before gluing up, splines will ensure 
that cleaning up the glue joints won’t leave it too 
thin. This is especially important if you don’t have 

a planer, and purchase material that is already 
surfaced on both sides (known as S2S).

There are two great advantages to continuous 
splines. Think of it as a tongue-and-groove joint 
with two grooves and an independent tongue. 
Because the mating surfaces go all the way along 
the edge, high and low spots along the edge will 

match when you clamp the boards together. You 
can also register your cut from one face of the 
boards, thereby eliminating measuring errors 
and minimizing setup time.

Dowels or biscuits can also align parts, but 
you can’t always predict where they need to be. 
Boards can dip down and rise up in between the 

Wood splines within the joints of a tabletop add strength to the joint, but that isn’t their main function. 
Keeping the edges of these long joints in line with each other is vastly more important. 
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Not a Material Difference
For the splines to work properly, they need to fi t 
nicely in the groove. I made mine from offcuts 
from the tabletop, but if this is your fi rst attempt 
at splines, you might consider a man-made alter-
native. Medium-density fi berboard (MDF) or 
tempered hardboard are usually close enough 
in thickness to fi t well in a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " groove. Use one 
of these, and you’ll only need to worry about 
getting the width of the splines correct. We’ll 
pause for a moment to let the solid wood purists 
and myth believers howl, then we’ll explain why 
this is a good choice.

The purpose of the spline is to align the parts. 
Adding strength to the joint is not really an issue. 
The most important thing is that the spline fi ts 
snugly in the groove. If there is any slop in the 
fi t it won’t do the job. If you have trouble sizing 
pieces within a few thousandths of an inch, using 
a material with a known, consistent thickness will 
eliminate one source of frustration.

Some people will tell you that spline material 
should always be plywood, or that it should be 
solid wood with the grain running at a right angle 
to the joint line. While these may be stronger 
in theory, if enough stress is put on the joint to 
break the solid-wood edges, the joint will fail no 
matter what material is inside the groove. The 
solid-wood edges above and below the spline 

will always be the weakest part of the joint, and 
they are more than strong enough to hold the top 
together without the spline.

Plywood is far too inconsistent in thickness to 
make a decent spline. The variations will defeat 
the purpose, and it doesn’t make much sense to 
fuss and fi ddle to make an odd-size groove to try 
to get it to work. Replacing one continuous spline 
with many short ones to run the grain across the 

dowels or biscuits, leaving you with a series of 
spots to fl atten out after gluing. Irregularities in 
the surface can throw off the alignment of your 
boring jig or biscuit joiner making these methods 
more of a hindrance than a help.

So why not mill a tongue-and-groove joint? 
Wouldn’t that be less work than making two 
grooves and an extra piece to stuff in them? If 
you were making a lot of tops, and had a shaper 
with a power feeder, you might have a case. If 
you’re only making one top at a time, making 
two grooves will be faster, and will give you 
better results.

Take the Tool to the Work
By making the grooves with a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-wide slotting "-wide slotting "-
cutter in a hand-held router, setup time will be 
minimal. As long as you run all the parts with 
the router base on the same face of the board, 
the grooves will line up to each other. You won’t 
have to match the setup for the groove to a sec-
ond setup for the tongue (as with a tongue-and-
groove bit set). In fact, it’s better if the cutter is 
set slightly off center. That will keep you from 
putting the top together with one of the boards 
oriented incorrectly.

If you do this task on a router table, or with a 
stack dado set in the table saw, keeping the wood 
pressed fl at to the table and fence becomes criti-
cal. If the stock has any bow or twist to it, it will 
likely move away from the fence as you make 
the groove, destroying your chances for things 
to line up nicely in the end. 

You can set up with featherboards or other 
hold-downs to prevent this, but in half the time it 
takes to get set up, you would be fi nished by using 
the hand-held router. It’s a case where it’s easier 
to move a small tool over large parts than it is to 
move the large parts over a small cutter.

After laying out the boards for the top for the 
most attractive appearance, I mark two legs of 
a triangle across the joints as seen at right. This 
marks the faces as the top faces, and also keeps 
them in order. I know that the boards with lines 
all the way across get a groove on both edges, 
and that the two outside pieces get one groove 
on the edge the marks cross.

The 5⁄5⁄5
8⁄8⁄ "-deep groove is a heavy cut to make 

in one pass, so I make sure to clamp the work 
securely before routing the groove. Cherry, which 
we chose for this tabletop, tends to break out along 
the edges of the groove. To keep the edges clean 
and make the fi nal cut easier, I fi rst feed the router 
right to left, making a shallow climb cut. Then I 
run it left to right to the full depth. When making 
a climb cut, clamp down the board securely and 
keep a fi rm grip on the router. The goal isn’t to 
remove a lot of material; that wouldn’t be safe. All 
you need to do is defi ne the edges of the groove. I 
leave the boards a few inches longer than needed 
so I don’t need to worry if there is any tear-out 
at the beginning or end of the cuts.

Using a hand-held router with a slot-cutting bit 
is a more accurate and effi cient way to make the 
grooves than running the edge of the boards on a 
router table or across a dado stack.

After settling on the fi nal arrangement for the boards, mark two legs of a triangle across them with a 
lumber crayon or chalk. This will help keep them in order, and locate where to run the grooves.
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joint turns a simple process into an exceedingly 
complicated one. When the time comes to glue 
up the top, I don’t want to be fooling around with 
dozens of little pieces.

The only reasonable objection to using hard-
board or MDF is the appearance of the spline on 
the end grain of the top. Although most people 
wouldn’t notice, it would bother me to see it. You 
can use a few inches of solid wood at the ends of 
the splines, or if you don’t want to see anything 
at the ends, start and stop the router cuts a few 
inches from the ends, and taper the ends of the 
splines to match the ends of the grooves.

The good news about using splines is that 
they work very well to keep two edges in align-
ment. The longer the edges of the pieces being 
put together, the more likely it is that there will 
be a slight bow or twist in the length of them. In 
preparing the stock, it’s easy to correct problems 
in the width of any board, but nearly impossible 
to achieve perfection in the length. Fortunately, 
the fl exibility of the wood allows the splines and 

the attachment of the top to the base to correct 
minor deviations along the length.

Better Doesn’t Always Mean Faster
The bad news about splines is that they don’t 
really make building a large tabletop any easier 
or faster. You’re actually adding a few more steps 
and parts to the process, and they need to be done 
correctly. In addition, all of the other steps still 
need to be as carefully done as they would be 
if the splines weren’t being used. The edges of 
the parts need to be as square and as straight as 
it is possible to make them. Adding the splines 
means you have to also pay attention to detail 
when cutting the grooves, making the splines 
and assembling the top.

After cutting the grooves, I begin to prepare 
the spline material by measuring the width and 
depth of the groove with dial calipers. I mill the 
spline material to thickness fi rst, and in an ideal 
world this would be accomplished with rip cuts 
on the table saw. In the real world, however, thin 
pieces will bend a little as they pass the saw blade 
resulting in thin areas. I rip the parts about 1⁄1⁄1

16⁄16⁄ "
oversize and then make light passes through the 
planer, measuring with the calipers (as shown at 
left) after each pass until the material will slip into 
the groove with hand pressure only. Material this 
thin will be more likely to shatter or kick back 
going through the planer, so wear safety glasses 
and don’t stand directly behind the machine.

If I didn’t have access to a planer, I would put a 
rip blade and a zero-clearance insert on the table 
saw, and after initially cutting the parts 1⁄1⁄1

16⁄16⁄ " big, I 
would make a fi nishing cut to the fi nal size using 
a featherboard before the blade and a splitter or 
second featherboard after the blade, as shown 
below. The surfaces of the splines don’t need to 
be pristine, so minor saw marks won’t matter. If, 

however, the spline burns as it’s being ripped, the 
glue won’t stick to the burned areas. A sharp rip-
ping blade and the featherboards should prevent 
this. If there is some burning or other irregular-
ity, it can be cleaned up with a card scraper, a 
plane, or sandpaper on a block of scrap wood. 
But don’t get hung up on making them pretty and 
make them too thin in the process. It’s easier to 
sneak up on the right thickness of spline using a 
planer or thicknessing sander than it is to get a 
good fi t directly from the saw.

When the thickness of the splines has been 
established, I then rip them to fi nal width. I rip 
them just a bit wide, measure the results with the 
calipers, and make a test fi tting to adjust the saw 
for the fi nal cut. Because I’m making the splines 
from scrap, I go ahead and make some extras for 
test fi tting and for insurance. These small pieces 
of spline material can be hard to control, so use 
featherboards and a push stick to make the fi nal 
cuts safely and accurately.

Practice Makes Perfect
With the splines complete, I make a dry run of 
assembling the top. This is to make sure that I 
have all the material and clamps on hand, and 
that all the pieces will fi t together. Once I start 
gluing, there isn’t time to go looking for another 
clamp, or adjust any of the joints. If the top doesn’t 
come easily together with light pressure from the 
clamps I look at the gaps and try to determine 
what the problem is. I leave the slot cutter set up 
in the router until the top is assembled in case 
I need to deepen a groove, and I have my block 
plane handy to reduce the size of a spline.

To make a fl at tabletop, it needs to be glued 
together on a fl at surface. I cut strips of scrap 
11⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " or 2" wide and place them about 18" apart 
across the grain direction of the top. Adding the 
splines complicates the assembly process, so glue 
up in stages. I used fi ve boards of varying widths 
for this particular top, so I fi rst glued the three 
middle boards together. After leaving them in 
the clamps for a few hours, I then attached the 
two outer pieces and left the entire assembly in 
the clamps overnight.

With the pieces in their proper orientation, 
put the pieces on edge, so that the grooves are 
facing up. I put glue in all the grooves, insert the 
splines, and then apply glue to the exposed edges 
of the splines and the boards as shown on page 
15. This keeps the glue from running out of the 
groove as I put the pieces together. I then lay the 
pieces down and pull the joints together by hand 

The splines and grooves need to be a close match 
so measure carefully. A set of dial calipers will 
allow you to zero in on a perfect fi t.

The thin splines can move around while cutting them to fi nished size. Using a zero-clearance insert, 
featherboard and splitter will minimize this. A push block that rides on the saw’s fence is a safe way to 
handle this thin material.

“From such crooked wood as that which 
man is made of, nothing straight can 
be fashioned.”

— Edward Hand (1744 - 1802),
patriot, fought in Revolutionary War
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Circular Saw Guide

There are some cuts that even the nicest 
table saws have trouble making cleanly 

and safely. Trimming the ends of a tabletop 
this size is a good example, and this jig 
makes the task much easier. You don’t even 
have to pick the top up and carry it. You lay 
out the cut, clamp down the jig, pick up 
your circular saw and make the cut.

I made this one from 1⁄2⁄2⁄ "-thick Baltic 
birch plywood, but it can be made from 
nearly any material. The baseplate needs to 
be a little wider than the base of the saw, 
plus an allowance for the fence, and about 
1" past the fence to allow room for a couple 
clamps. The fence should be low enough 
that it doesn’t interfere with the motor 
housing of the saw.

I used a piece 8" wide and 60" long. This 
gives enough length to easily crosscut a full 
sheet of plywood. I made the fence 11⁄2⁄2⁄ " 
wide. I glued the fence to the baseplate 
leaving about 1⁄2⁄2⁄ " more than the distance 
from the edge of the saw’s baseplate to 
the blade. I held the fence in place with 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄ "
brads every 6" to 8" along its length. After 
the glue has dried, I use the circular saw to 
trim off the excess material on the base-
plate, as seen in the photo below. 

The beauty of this jig is that the trimmed 
edge of the jig pinpoints the location of 
where the sawblade will make the fi nished 
cut. There isn’t any need to fi gure the offset 
of the saw, or to remember the distance 
from the edge of the saw’s base to the 
blade, just make a square layout line, clamp 
the jig to the line, and you’re ready to cut. 
In addition to locating the cut so easily, the 
baseplate of the jig will minimize any pos-
sible tear-out from the circular saw blade on 
the fi nished surface. — RL

before clamping the top. I start in the middle and 
work out toward either end.

When the clamps are in place and tightened, 
I use a scraper to remove any glue squeeze-out. 
I wipe the scraper off with a wet rag as needed 
to keep from smearing the glue around. Letting 
the glue dry on the surface can cause it to dry 
improperly, and chipping off dried glue is likely to 
remove some wood along the glue line. If possible, 
I leave the boards for the top at least 6" longer 
than the fi nished dimension, and trim the ends 

after the glue has dried. A top this big is diffi cult 
to trim on the table saw, so I use a circular saw 
guided by a straightedge. I then use a block plane 
to remove the saw marks from the ends and to put 
a radius on the edges, as shown below.

With carefully prepared parts, the work 
remaining to fi nish the top is minimal. A few 
strokes with a smooth plane or cabinet scraper 
along the joints make everything level and ready 
for fi nal sanding and fi nishing. WM

— Robert W. Lang

Because the splines make the assembly of the tabletop more complicated, glue it together in stages. I 
used Titebond Extend, but liquid hide glue would allow even more open time. After the center section 
has been removed from the clamps, apply glue to the splines and clamp on the remaining pieces.

After trimming the top to fi nal length, a block 
plane is the easiest way to remove the saw marks 
and smooth the ends.

With the splines holding the edges of the indi-
vidual board together, only a minimal amount of 
work is needed to fi nish the faces of the joints.

A simple plywood jig can make accurate 
crosscuts on very wide panels.
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Choosing & Using Moisture Meters
Understanding how moisture

meters work will help you 

better select the best one for 

your woodworking needs. 

Before we explain how moisture meters work, 
we should review why we, as woodworkers, 
should want to know how much moisture is in 
our wood. In short, it’s all about stability.

The moisture in a piece of wood is stated as a 
percentage of the wood’s oven-dry weight, where 
all the moisture has been removed. Therefore, a 
7 percent moisture content (MC) means that 7 
percent of the board’s total weight is water. 

When a tree is first cut down it can have a 
moisture content of more than 200 percent. The 
moisture in that freshly felled tree is stored in two 
different ways. Free water is present in a liquid 
state and is found inside the cavities created by 
the cells – it evaporates most quickly. Bound 
water is the moisture that is held within the cell 
walls. When the free water is gone from the wood 
(leaving approximately 30 percent MC) the wood 
is said to be at its fi ber saturation point. At this 
point, the cells and fi bers of the wood are still 
stable. As the bound water evaporates, the cell 
structures in the wood shrink and can change in 
shape. While this change may not be critical when 
one cell shrinks, when it happens throughout the 
board it causes cupping, warping and splitting. 
So it is the bound water remaining in the wood 
that we are trying to measure.

The shrinkage of wood as it dries is a natural 
function that can’t be avoided. As woodwork-
ers, our best plan of action is to allow the rough 
slabbed lumber to dry, letting the wood move 
fi rst, then prepare it for use in our woodworking. 
The trick is knowing when the wood has fi nished 
most of its movement – and that’s where moisture 
meters become useful. 

In general, wood that has achieved a 7 percent 
MC is stable enough to build with. One or two 
percentage points in either direction is acceptable 
and likely normal, depending on your location 
in the country. While we may be able to run our 
hands across a board and feel that the surface is 

dry, we need to know what’s happening on the 
inside of the wood as well.

If you think wood movement is only an issue 
with air-dried lumber, think again. When kiln-
dried lumber is shipped it will reabsorb mois-
ture depending on where it’s stored and how it is 
shipped. After you buy surfaced lumber (planed 
on both faces to a certain thickness) and move 
it to your shop, the moisture content can change 
again because wood is always seeking equilib-
rium with its environment. This can take a few 
days or a few weeks, so checking the moisture 
content more than once will help ensure stable 
lumber for your project.

Moisture meters are able to detect the approxi-
mate moisture content at the interior of a board 
without cutting the board. I said approximate, 
because the only accurate way to measure the MC 
is to weigh a sample piece of the board before and 
after oven drying to constant weight at 103° C. For 

our needs, an approximate reading is pretty darn 
close – and a lot easier than baking sample boards. 
Let’s talk about how to take that reading.

Pin Meters
Pin meters, also called conductance or resistance 
meters, use metal pins to gauge the moisture 
content. These meters measure the resistance 
to the fl ow of electrical current from one pin to 
another. Water is a better conductor of electric-
ity than wood, so less resistance to the fl ow of 
electricity will indicate a higher moisture content. 
(The meters can also be used for testing other 
porous materials.)

To gauge an accurate interior reading, the pins 
need to penetrate the wood. This is often seen as 
a drawback in pin-style meters as it leaves holes 
in the wood. In most cases the wood still needs 
to be machined before building, and these holes 
can be cut away. Pinless meters (covered next) 

Three types of moisture meters are pictured above. The one on the left measures using a dielectric pro-
cess (pinless), while the other two use resistance (pins). The model on the right accommodates an exten-
sion probe to measure in tight or awkward locations (shown attached to the meter).
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are also available, but are more expensive.
To receive a proper reading using a pin-style 

meter, the pins need to be inserted into the wood 
properly. The pins should be plunged into the 
surface of the wood with the pins in line with the 
grain direction. If you think about it, this makes 
perfect sense. You want to measure the moisture 
contained within the straw-like cells of the wood. 
Measuring across multiple “straws” will give you 
a reading from different areas of bound moisture. 
Inserting the pins into end grain will give you 
inaccurate results for the same reasons.

Most resistance meters include 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ "-long pins 

that will give a good reading to the center of the 
most common 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ "-thick material. I say to the 
center, because the pins are bare metal and will 
register moisture along the entire pin, taking the 
highest reading. If the surface of the wood has 
been exposed to rain recently, you may receive 
a skewed reading. There are commercial pin-
style meters that use insulated pins, leaving just 
the tips bare. But the precision offered by these 
meters is usually not worth the extra expense for 
the home woodworker.

An accessory available on some pin-style 
meters is a cable probe. This probe (shown on the 
far-right meter in the photo at left) allows you to 
reach into tight or awkward spaces. In my opinion, 
this accessory is worth a little extra money.

Also, some meters come with a calibration 
device, usually a strip of metal with a known 
electrical resistance. It helps you determine if 
the meter is working correctly.

Pinless Meters
Pinless, capacitance or dielectric meters also 
work by measuring the effect the moisture in 
wood has on electricity. However, in this case, 
the meter treats the moisture in the wood as an 
insulator (or dielectric) that has infl uence on an 
electromagnetic wave. The wave is projected by 
the meter through the surface of the wood (no 
physical penetration is required). As the wave 
travels through a dielectric, the velocity of the 
wave will be reduced and present a shorter wave-
length. The effect of the moisture dialectric on the 

wavelength is then converted to a numerical form 
by the meter and is presented as the approximate 
moisture content of the wood.

While pin meters measure where the pin is 
physically, pinless meters measure the area of 
the sensor plate on the back of the meter, and to 
a preset depth, usually 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ ". If you are checking 
the moisture in a thinner piece of wood (3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ ") with 
a pin meter, you can stop the pins from penetrating 
too deeply. With the preset wave depth, the pinless 
meter will continue to measure up to the 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " depth. 
This means you may be measuring the moisture 
content of your workbench, or your hand. When 
using a pinless meter on thinner stock you should 
leave at least a 1" air gap under the board while 
taking your reading.

Another important detail when using a pinless 
meter is to make sure the sensor plate on the bot-
tom of the meter is making good contact with the 
wood being tested. This is especially important 
with rough-sawn lumber. Unlike pin-style meters, 
how the meter is oriented to the grain (or cell) 
direction is irrelevant, as long as the sensor is in 
good contact with the wood. Measuring at end 
grain is still not recommended, though.

As with pin-style meters, surface moisture is 
likely to skew readings. If your wood has been 
exposed to rain or dew, allow the surface to dry, 
or take your reading from another location. 

Commonalities
Both types of meters share some performance 
issues. With either type you shouldn’t take read-
ings on knots or other defects. Both types of 
meters can be affected by ambient temperature. 
Readings can also be affected by the density and 
electrical resistance of the wood species itself. 
Because of these variables, many meters include 
a way to adjust for species and temperature. This 
may be a built-in setting on the meter to switch 
between wood species, or it may be a chart that 
allows you to adjust for the species in your head. 
Most meters are calibrated at the factory to the 
electrical resistance of Douglas fi r as a baseline. 
For most hardwoods, the species correction is 
usually only 1 or 2 percent. 

Temperature of the material can affect the 
readings taken with either style of meter, though 
it will take fairly serious swings in temperature 
to skew the readings. Most meters are calibrated 
to 70° Fahrenheit. In general, a 20° F swing will 
affect the reading. Add 1 percent MC for every 
20° F drop in temperature. Subtract 1 percent 
MC for every 20° F increase.

Test and Conclusions
While we recognize the importance of checking 
the moisture content of wood before building, we 
also recognize that most woodworkers would 
rather not spend hundreds of dollars for a testing 
meter. Because of this, we chose to test a number 
of pin-style (less expensive) meters in a range of 
prices. We also included one lower-priced pinless 
meter as a comparison.

We tested the meters in air-dried walnut, kiln-
dried cherry and pressure-treated pine, fresh from 
the lumberyard. We looked for ease of use and 
accuracy, and compared that with price. 

We found that the design of the pin makes a 
big difference in ease of use and that the way the 
information is presented can make things simple 
or complicated. We also found that pinless meters 
are handy, but they do cost more. Our conclusions 
on each meter are listed on the next pages.

– David Thiel

When using a pin meter make sure to orient the 
pins in parallel with the grain of the wood for an 
accurate moisture reading.

When using a pinless meter on thinner material 
(3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄ "or thinner, to be safe) meter the board while it 
is suspended over thin air. Otherwise you may be 
including your benchtop in your moisture reading.

Blunt pins

Grain direction

It’s all about the pins. The most diffi cult part of checking moisture content is getting the pins to sink to 
a proper depth easily. Sharper, more tapered pins make that easier. At the left the PSI pins broaden too 
quickly and aren’t all that sharp. In the middle, the Delmhorst pins are sharper and taper slowly – a bet-
ter option. On the right, the Lignomat pins are very sharp and taper slowly. With the added benefi t of 
the switch (between the pins) letting you know when you’re deep enough, these pins win!
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Moisture Meters

DELMHORST J-LiteDELMHORST J-LiteDELMHORST
The Delmhorst J-Lite model has a stout design 
and the pins included are of a good taper-
ing design, allowing easy wood penetration. 
External probes can be used as options. This 
model has an internal calibration feature. 
When the check button is pushed and the 
meter reads “12,” it’s in calibration. Delm-
horst includes a species variation chart and 
suggests that any species other than Douglas 
Fir (that the meter is calibrated for) should 
be adjusted. The manual also states that spe-
cies variations have little impact on the MC 

Delmhorst Instrument Co.
delmhorst.com or 877-335-6467

LIGNOMAT Mini-LignoLIGNOMAT Mini-LignoLIGNOMAT
This meter gets our highly recommended 
rating. With only two species settings, it’s easy 
to use (most of the common woods fall into 
the “3” setting), and the unit’s on/off switch 
is engaged when the pins are pushed into the 
wood to an acceptable depth. If you don’t 
get a reading, then you don’t have the pins 
pushed in far enough. Pull the pins out and 
the meter shuts off, so you won’t be wasting 
the battery. The pins are of a very good taper 
design allowing easy wood penetration. A 
second longer set of pins is stored inside the 

Lignomat USA Ltd.
lignomat.com or 800-227-2105

WAGNER MMC205WAGNER MMC205WAGNER
We tested this Wagner meter primarily 
because it is a pinless, capacitance meter. 
At $170 it’s one of the least expensive pin-
less meters available. Beyond avoiding the 
holes in your wood, this meter makes it less 
physically diffi cult (no forceful pin plung-
ing into your wood) to take measurements 
from multiple areas of a board. This type of 
meter averages from a much larger area of 
the wood than a pin-style meter, so while our 
readings were slightly different from the pin 

Wagner Electronics
wwwagner.com or 800-585-7609

PROTIMETER TimberMasterPROTIMETER TimberMasterPROTIMETER
This is the most expensive meter in our test. 
It fell in the recommended category, but not 
the highly recommended. The design of the 
meter makes pushing the pins easy, but those 
pins could be tapered more to allow for easier 
penetration. It worked, but we were push-
ing a bit harder than preferable. This meter 
included a calibration device that was reassur-
ing. Once the meter is switched on by a push 
button, it will stay on for a number of minutes 
(which is programmable) and then switch 
off. Also included is a cabled probe (shown 

Protimeter
gesensing.com or 800-321-4878

Highly Recommended

Recommended

meter for taking measurements in thicker 
material. The shape of the meter allows you 
to push behind the entire body to sink the 
pins, and that’s a good thing. The meter 
reads out in a simple scale of 6 percent to 20 
percent MC so there isn’t any need to convert 
anything. While there isn’t a calibration unit 
provided with this model, there is one offered 
by the company as an accessory. The Mini-
ligno is a nearly foolproof and accurate meter 
that is priced at a level that most woodwork-
ers can stomach for accuracy.

meters, they’re likely a better indication of the 
wood’s overall moisture content. The Wagner 
offers adjustment for species ranging on a 
scale of .30 to .70, with incremental adjust-
ments of .01. That’s a pretty fi ne adjustment, 
and honestly a little confusing and awkward 
to move between different settings. (You can 
only adjust up through the scale and circle 
back around; if you pass your setting, it’s all 
the way around again). But, pinless is nice 
and recommended, at this reasonable price.

reading when below 12 percent and that 
adjusting for species should not be neces-
sary. The meter is designed to read in ranges 
of MC. When the meter reads 7 percent, it is 
telling you the MC is between 6.1 and 7.0. 
This adds another chart to check. Read-out 
on the meter is a series of lights ranging from 
6 to 30. The reading is taken only when the 
“read” button is pushed and then only for 
about three seconds, so running down the 
battery isn’t much of a concern. A decent 
meter, and recommended.

attached) for hard-to-reach areas. The Tim-
berMaster reads in straight MC and will cover 
a range from 6 percent to 100 percent. The 
unit includes electronic adjustment for species 
variations with eight different settings. This 
is a few more than we’d prefer to juggle, but 
enough to allow for precision when required. 
During testing we found accurate readings 
that were easy to see on the LCD panel. While 
the calibration device and the external probe 
are nice accessories, we would have preferred 
better pins for the price.
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EXTECH MO100
We found a number of things on the Extech 
model that kept us from recommending this 
meter. First: The pins. They’re designed with 
too blunt a taper design, making them hard 
to push into the wood. Add to this the way 
the pins are mounted on a swiveling head 
and you’ve made the pins hard to push to 
depth in the wood without running the risk 
of snapping off the rotating pin mount. The 
readings on the LCD display are “relative 
indications of the moisture level” and must 
be converted to MC readings (a chart is 

Extech Instruments
extech.com or 781-890-7440

PENN STATE MD-2G
This is a no-frills meter and the second-least 
expensive in the test. Unfortunately it lives 
up to its price. The pins are too blunt to allow 
easy wood penetration. The pins also left the 
largest holes in the wood of all the meters 
tested. The on/off switch is a simple “push” 
button on the front of the case. Too simple, 
actually. It’s easy to bump the switch when 
storing the meter, leading to an exhausted 
battery. An indicator light to show that the 
unit is on, or a sliding switch for a more posi-
tive “off” would be preferable. The read-out 

Penn State Industries
pennstateind.com or 800-377-7297

Not Recommended

SONIN 50211
The Sonin is the least expensive meter in 
the test and is certainly a no-frills meter. The 
pins are attached to the meter by a cable 
that allows for easy testing in awkward loca-
tions. Unfortunately those are the only pins 
included and the small plug-like mount 
for the pins is awkward to push into wood 
samples without the meter body to push 
against for leverage. The pins themselves 
were tapered adequately to help overcome 
this diffi culty, but not enough to make the 

provided). The meter does offer a calibration 
feature, but it needs to be calibrated each 
time the unit is turned on and the calibrat-
ing wheel is so sensitive that it requires a deft 
touch and can easily be nudged out of cali-
bration. Remember to turn the switch to off 
or you’ll run the batteries down. The meter 
does offer a built-in thermometer to offer the 
option of adjusting for temperature. Bottom 
line: The $60 seems a little expensive for an 
accurate thermometer, because we really 
can’t recommend it as a moisture meter.

scale is a straight-up MC reading that we 
appreciate. The readings proved within range 
for accuracy, though we weren’t able to get 
the pins deep enough in our cherry sample 
to get a reading. The meter is designed to 
allow you to put your weight behind the 
whole meter for a good push, but it couldn’t 
counteract the pin design. It’s an OK meter, 
but the defi cits make it wiser to spend more 
money elsewhere for more reliable, conve-
nient readings.  

meter comfortable to use. The meter has a 
simple on/off slide switch which is better than 
the Penn State “button” option in helping 
to preserve batteries. We did get successful 
readings from the Sonin, but unfortunately 
the meter is not set up to read any lower than 
10 percent MC. Many woodworkers may 
consider that close enough to work with, 
but others (including us) will choose to have 
more accuracy available for their moisture 
meter. WM

Sonin
sonin.com or 800-223-7511

Moisture Meters
BRAND MODEL PRICE* TYPE RANGE PROBE SPECIES SPECIES CHART CALIBRATION AUTO
      ADJUST INCLUDED OPTION OFF

Delmhorst J-Lite $129 Pin 6 - 30% Opt. Yes Yes Auto Yes

Extech MO100 $59 Pin 0 - 100% No No No Yes No 

Lignomat Mini-Ligno $90 Pin 6 - 20% No Yes Yes Opt. Yes

Penn State MD-2G $40 Pin 6 - 24% No No No No No

Protimeter TimberMaster $189 Pin 6 - 100% Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sonin 50211 $30 Pin 10 - 28% Only No No No No

Wagner MMC205 $170 Pinless 4 - 22% No Yes Yes Opt. Yes

*Prices as of publication deadline.
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American Trestle Table
One of the oldest designs for a dining table is also one of the most highly engineered 

and contemporary. But will its unusual dimensions work in a modern home?  

Traditional trestle tables have a bit of an austere Traditional trestle tables have a bit of an austere T
reputation. They show up in Gothic churches, 
prim pilgrim homes and in severe, stripped-down 
Shaker meeting halls. They are a form of furni-
ture that has been boiled down to its bare bones 
– take any one part away, and a trestle table will 
surely collapse.

Once you build one, you will also realize that 
they are an engineering marvel and a clear pre-
cursor to the invention that built our skyscraper 
cities: the I-beam. Still, despite their spare charm 
and long history, there are some things about the 
dimensions of trestle tables that don’t conform 
to our typical expectations for tables.

For starters, they are shockingly narrow.  Most 
furniture-design books insist that the top of any 
dining table should be 36" to 42" wide – and 
48" wide isn’t out of the question. But when you 
look at the historical record, the widths of trestle 
tables are, quite literally, in your face. One of my 
favorite early 17th-century trestle tables in Millis, 
Mass., is a slim 25" wide. By comparison, Shaker 
trestle tables seem positively luxurious with 27"
and 311⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " widths. 
And the trestle form frequently looks quite 

fragile, which seems at odds with the fact that 
these tables are typically the centerpiece of a 
casual dining area. They show up in taverns, 
meeting halls and other communal dining rooms, 
and the surviving examples exhibit the marks 
and scars of heavy use.

For many years, I’ve wanted to build a trestle 
table to replace the store-bought, white-pine apron 
table my wife and I got soon after college. The 
pine apron table was a testament to everything I 
disliked about commercial furniture: The top was 
pieced together using narrow, knotty and poorly 
matched boards. (A monkey could have done a 
better job of planning the tabletop.) The legs had 
bulbous turnings that were sloppily sanded. And 
the hardware that joined the legs to the aprons 
had to be snugged up regularly.

But if I hated our dining table, then I was 
equally afraid of the trestle table I wanted to 
build, which looked narrow, tippy and ready to 

collapse, so I put it off for 15 years. But during 
a recent day trip to the Shaker Village at Pleas-
ant Hill, Ky., I sat at the tables there. They were 
indeed narrow, but that made them more intimate 
for conversation. They were lightweight, which 
allowed them to be moved with ease. And after 
150 years of use, they were still rock-solid. 

I left Pleasant Hill that evening during a spec-
tacular thunderstorm, but the fi reworks over Har-
rodsburg, Ky., didn’t catch my eye. I was too 
wrapped up in working out the details of my 
table in my head.

An Economy of Materials
After a few hours of CAD work on my laptop, I 
had another small revelation: These tables require 
remarkably little material. For the prototype, I 
had planned on using Southern yellow pine for the 
base. For the tabletop, I had set aside two fl itch-cut 
cherry boards from a local farm that were each 
about 18" wide, if you measured the bark. I had 
purchased these cherry boards green for about 
$90 and had been drying them in my shop – I 
thought they were quite the bargain. But when I 
made my shopping list for the base, I was pleased 

Trestle tables are comfortable in any style home, from early American to Bauhaus. And like the timeless 
styling, the engineering is a remarkable combination of old world and new. The wedged through-tenons 
are as old as ancient Egyptian furniture, and the resulting form is much like a modern I-beam.
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to discover that the base required only three 10'-
long 2 x 12s – about $37 of yellow pine.

There is a defi nite downside to using yellow 
pine – it can be wet. And a check with a moisture 
meter pointed out the problems in this pine. Fully 
acclimated yellow pine usually reads about 9 per-
cent moisture content (MC) in our shop. This stuff 
ranged from 12 percent to 16 percent MC.

So I began by marking out all my parts and 
ripping and crosscutting them to rough size – 
about 1" longer and 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " wider than their fi nished 
dimensions. If your wood is fairly straight, this 
is a safe operation for the table saw. If your wood 
is quite twisted, plan B should be a band saw or 
handsaw. Cutting up the 2 x 12s wet does two 
things: First, it speeds their drying by expos-
ing end grain – most of the moisture enters and 
leaves wood through the end grain. Second, it 
helps squeeze the maximum thickness out of the 
parts – bows, cups and crooks are minimized by 
cutting a larger board into smaller pieces.

After a week of waiting, the boards were all 
within a couple points of equilibrium and con-
struction could begin. The fi rst step was to mill 
all the yellow pine to 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " thick using a jointer 
and planer. The joinery in surviving trestle tables 
is remarkably robust: usually wedged or pegged 
through-tenons. And so I followed suit.

Each end of a trestle table has a foot, leg and 
brace. And these end assemblies are joined by a 
long stretcher. In this table, the leg and foot are 
joined by a wedged and pegged through-tenon. 
The brace and leg are joined by a bridle joint. And 
the two end assemblies attach to the stretcher with 
a big pegged and wedged through-tenon.

The feet, legs and braces are each made up 
of two pieces of pine that have been face-glued 

together to create 21⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ "-thick pieces. To ease con-

struction, I milled the mortises in the feet and legs 
before face-gluing these components together. 
This technique allows you to mill the mortises 
with a saw (such as a table saw, band saw or 
handsaw) instead of a boring machine, and it 
results in more accurate joinery.

Mortises With a Saw
The mortise in each foot measures 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " thick,  
2" wide and 3" deep. So each foot piece requires 
a notch that is 5⁄5⁄5

8⁄8⁄ " x 2" x 3". The mortise in each 

Begin your joinery by marking out the location 
of the mortises in the feet. Clamp all four boards 
together and mark the joinery simultaneously to 
reduce measuring errors.

Before face-gluing boards together, I dress the 
mating surfaces with a jointer plane. A few swipes 
remove imperfections left from the planer. At the 
end of each stroke, you want to reduce pressure 
on the toe of the plane to make the surface truly 
fl at. Here I’m removing my right hand from the 
tool during the stroke to illustrate the point.   

leg is 3⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ " x 3" x 21⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ ", so each leg piece requires 
a notch that is 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " x 3" x 21⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ ". With the joinery 

marked, cut your notches. I used a dado stack 
in my table saw, which is only one of the many 
options available. I’ve also done this step with 
a band saw or a handsaw plus a coping saw. Let 
your tools be your guide.

To assemble the legs, feet and braces, apply 
an even coat of glue to one part and place its mate 
in position. If your joint is good, it should take 
only three or four clamps to snug everything up. 
The glue will allow your parts to slip around as 

To speed the acclimation of your lumber to its envi-
ronment, cut it to close width and length. Stack 
the pieces to allow airfl ow through the wood, and 
check its progress with a moisture meter.

To keep your hands as far away from the dado stack as possible, use a fence with a stop on your miter 
gauge to set your cut. Your setup does not have to be fancy: The fence can be a piece of plywood 
screwed to your miter gauge. The stop can be a scrap of wood clamped to the fence.
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you apply pressure. Do your best to keep the 
notches lined up for the mortises, though small 
misalignments (as much as 1⁄1⁄1

16⁄16⁄ ") can be remedied 
by wedging during assembly (wedging atones for 
a variety of sins).

Allow the glue to dry. If you use yellow pine, 
keep the assemblies in the clamps for fi ve hours. 
(This was the advice of the technical specialist at 
Franklin International, which makes Titebond.) 
Yellow pine’s resin can resist the glue’s absorp-
tion. Once the assemblies are liberated from their 
clamps, you need to square them up and even out 
any misalignments in the parts. A jointer plane 
can do this, as can light passes with your pow-
ered jointer and planer. (I like to use the jointer 
plane because it leaves a nicer surface; but then, 
I really like using jointer planes.)

Now you can cut the tenon on the end of each 
leg that will join it to the foot. This is a big tenon leg that will join it to the foot. This is a big tenon 
– 1– 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " x 2" x 3". You can cut this using the same 
tool you used to make the notches: a dado stack tool you used to make the notches: a dado stack 
in your table saw, a band saw or a handsaw. In the in your table saw, a band saw or a handsaw. In the 
end, you want it to fi t snugly where the tenon’s end, you want it to fi t snugly where the tenon’s 
face cheeks meet the mortise walls. The tenon’s face cheeks meet the mortise walls. The tenon’s 
edge cheeks can be gappy. Wedges will tighten edge cheeks can be gappy. Wedges will tighten 
everything up; so focus on the face cheeks.everything up; so focus on the face cheeks.

A Puzzle Joint at the TopA Puzzle Joint at the Top
The point at which the leg joins the brace is a bit The point at which the leg joins the brace is a bit 
of work. There’s a lot going on at this three-way of work. There’s a lot going on at this three-way 
intersection. Not only do you have the leg and intersection. Not only do you have the leg and 
brace coming together, but you also have to get brace coming together, but you also have to get 
the stretcher in there and keep all the joints bal-the stretcher in there and keep all the joints bal-
anced and strong. You could cheat and lower the anced and strong. You could cheat and lower the 
location of the table’s stretcher near the fl oor. But location of the table’s stretcher near the fl oor. But 
this will weaken the overall strength of the table. this will weaken the overall strength of the table. 

American Trestle Table
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After the joinery is cut, match up the pairs again. Note the cabinetmaker’s triangles I’ve scribed on each 
piece. These triangles, which I mark on every assembly, help keep like parts together and pointing in the 
right direction. They remain on the work until the very end.

Four clamps were more than enough to glue each 
leg. During these glue-ups, I wipe off the oozing 
glue with a damp rag so I can see what the joint 
line looks like. Just because you have squeeze-out 
does not mean your joint is closed tight.

With the dado stack still in the saw from cutting 
the notches, it was the logical choice to form the 
tenon. The same rules apply: Use a fence and a 
stop to achieve accurate results safely.

To fi t the tenons to the mortises in the feet, use a 
rabbet plane, shoulder plane, rasp or chisel. I used 
a rabbeting block plane, which is ideal for long 
tenons such as these.

In the end, this is what your joints should look 
like: The face cheeks of the tenons are tight 
against the mortise walls; the edge cheeks have a 
little slop for wedging.

American Trestle Table
 NO. PART SIZES (INCHES) MATERIAL NOTES
 T W L

❑ 1 Top 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  32 80 Cherry 

 ❑ 2 Feet 21⁄2⁄2⁄  3 28 Pine 

❑ 2 End braces 21⁄2⁄2⁄  3 28 Pine

 ❑ 1 Mid-brace 11⁄4⁄4⁄  2 28 Pine 

❑ 2 Legs 21⁄2⁄2⁄  21⁄2⁄2⁄  291⁄4⁄4⁄ * Pine 11⁄4⁄4⁄ " x 2" x 3" tenon, one end

❑ 1 Stretcher 11⁄4⁄4⁄  6 561⁄4⁄4⁄ * Pine 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄ " x 3" x 25⁄5⁄5 8⁄8⁄ " tenon, both ends

❑ 2 Corbels 11⁄4⁄4⁄  11⁄2⁄2⁄  10 Pine

* includes extra length for trimming 
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Placing the stretcher fl ush against the tabletop 
supports your top and tightens up the entire table 
by giving you that I-beam construction.

So in the end, it’s worth the extra fuss.
To join the brace and leg, I chose a bridle joint 

secured with a peg. The female part of this joint 
is a 1" x 21⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " x 11⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ " notch that’s centered in the 

top of the leg. The male part of the bridle joint 
consists of two complementary notches on the 
sides of the brace and one big notch on the bot-
tom of the brace. 

Begin cutting the joint by making the notch 
in the top of the leg. The band saw is the logical 
machine for this operation; stay away from the 
dado stack for this one – you would have to stand 
the leg on end during the cut, which is quite a 
dangerous thing to do.

The notches on the brace can be cut on either 
the band saw, table saw or by hand. I’ve done 
it all three ways in building the prototype and 
fi nished example of this table. The table saw is 
more accurate, though you have to raise the dado 
stack up pretty high to make that notch on the 
bottom of the brace. The band saw and handsaw 
options are much safer, though they require more 
hand skill to execute. In the end, I recommend 
the band saw or handsaw.

When you dry-fit all these joints together, 
don’t be dismayed if the assembly seems twisted. 
There is a lot of joinery surfaces coming together 
in this assembly. Here’s how I deal with the prob-
lem: a jointer plane. (Do you sense a pattern?) 
Dry fi t all the parts and then level the joints and 
remove twist in the assembly by working across 
the joints with your jointer plane.

With your joints fl ush and your assemblies fl at, 
take everything apart and add the details of this 
table that will transform the ends from a simple 
“H” into something interesting to look at. The 
fi rst order of business is to cut tapers on the feet 
and brace. First crosscut the ends of the feet and 

The long sole of the jointer plane allows it to true both individual boards and assemblies, such as a 
door or the ends of this table. Don’t be afraid to work across the grain with this tool; a power sander or 
smoothing plane will clean up the work later.

The band saw makes simple work of the notch in 
the top of the leg. Defi ne the straight walls of the 
joint, then cut diagonally to remove the waste 
between. Nibble the waste at the bottom of the 
joint up to your layout line.

Measuring might mess you up here. Instead, lay out this joint by fi rst striking centerlines on the leg and 
the brace. Line up the parts using a try square and mark the location of the joint on the brace. When the 
joint is complete, the leg and brace will nest together, with the tough end grain on the brace against the 
edge grain of the leg (to resist racking). Plus there’s a fair amount of face grain in the joint to help gluing.

Note how I’m steering the cut from the far end of 
the leg. This actually improves control and makes 
your cut smoother. Guiding the work up by the 
blade results in a choppy cut.

This looks like hot-dogging, but it’s not. The work 
is under control at all times and it’s easy to keep 
your digits away from the knives. It’s far safer than 
some tapering jigs I’ve seen on the table saw.
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braces at 23° using a miter saw. Now lay out the 
tapers using the construction drawing as a guide. 
You could rig up a tapering jig to make these cuts 
using your table saw, but it is far simpler to use a 
band saw and then clean up the cut on your power 
jointer (or use a jointer plane).

This also is the time to cut the relief on the 
bottom of each foot. This is easily accomplished 
on the band saw. The 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " x 19" relief cut creates 
two pad feet on each foot. After making your cut 
on the band saw, a little work with a chisel and 
block plane tidies things up.

Once your tapers are complete, the remain-
ing details are optional. On the prototype trestle 
table (which is now in my dining room), I moved 
straight to assembly from here. With the version 
shown here, I decided to add a few chamfers to 
dress up the design and add shadow lines, which 
will appear more graphic with a coat of paint.

The chamfers on the legs are 3⁄3⁄3
16⁄16⁄ " x 3⁄3⁄3

16⁄16⁄ ". You 
can lay them out and cut them in any way you 
please: router table, table saw or (my favorite) the 
chamfer plane. I also cut matching chamfers on 
the brace where the leg and brace meet. 

Kerfs and Wedges Work Together
Wedging a mortise-and-tenon joint locks it per-
manently together (if that’s your desire). For 
this table, I decided to cut two kerfs in the tenon 
and wedge each one. The kerfs are located 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " in 
from the edge cheeks of the tenon and run about 
three-quarters of the way down to the tenon’s 
shoulders. Choose a saw based on how much of 
a gap you need to wedge. A full-size handsaw is 
best if you have a tight fi t. A dovetail saw is best 
if your fi t is sloppy.

Now you need to make some wedges. Look 
for stock that can take a beating without splitting. 
Ebony would be a terrible choice. Try white oak 
or hickory or even ash. We had some jatoba in our 
offcut pile that was the perfect thickness for this 
job. I took some small blocks of the stuff and beat 
it with a hammer to see if it split easily. It resisted 
my hammer, so I used it for the wedges.

I make my wedges with an 8° taper. It’s a 
simple thing to do with a little sled I built that has 
the fence cocked 4° (see the story on wedges in 
this issue for more details). This method is fast, 
so make lots of extra wedges: some with fine 
points, others with blunt ones.

A wedged joint is far more effective if the mor-
tise has a slight trumpet shape. The wedges will 
spread the tenon at the wider opening, locking the 
joint permanently. I create this trumpet shape by 
simply chiseling away a little (say 1⁄1⁄1

16⁄16⁄ " to 1⁄1⁄1
8⁄8⁄ ") from 

the two ends of the mortise where the tenon exits. 
You don’t need to be precise about it; just make 
the mortise wider where the wedges go.

Assemble the Ends
After all this work, assembly is fast and simple. 
I chose to drawbore both the bridle joint and the 
mortise-and-tenon joint. Drawboring is a pegging 
technique we covered in detail in the Autumn 
2005 issue. If you don’t wish to drawbore the 
joint, simple 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ "-diameter pegs will do. However, 
if you are going to drawbore the joint, you should 
drawbore the tenon fi rst and then wedge it – not 
the other way around.

To assemble, paint glue in the mortise and 
the notch in the top of the leg. Add your wedges 
and pegs to the joints. If you want some extra 
insurance, add a couple clamps across the foot 
and brace to snug things up. When the glue is 
dry, cut your pegs and wedges fl ush. 

A Solid Stretcher
The long stretcher between the end assemblies 
is what will keep this table from racking along 
its length, so this joint needs to be carefully fi t. 
The stretcher’s length adds some extra challenge 
to the process. At almost 5' long, it’s too lengthy 
to wrestle over the table saw (without special 
equipment). For the prototype table, I used a tenon 
saw, but because the joint and stretcher are both 
huge, securing the work and sawing to the line 
was a challenge. I tried a couple other techniques 
that combined hand and power tools, but in the 

The chamfers on the brace are short and simple. 
Lay them out, then work from both ends to the 
middle, which will eliminate blowing out your 
grain. Takes but a minute.

The Veritas Chamfer Guide on my Veritas block 
plane is one of my handiest tools. In fact, I rarely 
take the guide off the plane. It cuts nice and even 
chamfers up to 1⁄2⁄2⁄ " x 1⁄2⁄2⁄ ". When you reach the 
desired chamfer, the plane simply stops cutting 
to let you know you’re done. Brilliant.

A few good taps on a chisel will open up the mor-
tise’s exit point. You also can use this opportunity 
to square up any misalignments when you glued 
up the two blanks to make the feet.

A Japanese fl ush-cutting saw is a marvel at clean-
ing up these wedged joints. Use light sawing 
pressure and work around all sides of the joint to 
keep the saw cutting true.

end, the best solution was to use a router with a 
straight bit, followed by a handsaw.

The trick is to defi ne the shoulder of the joint 
accurately with the help of a fence clamped to 
your work. I wouldn’t recommend trying this with 
a router that has a round base – a fl at area on the 
base is more accurate. (If your router has a round 
base, temporarily replace the round plastic sub-
base with a square piece of 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " plywood.)
Set the bit’s depth to 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " and cut the shoul-
der. Now waste away the 3" x 25⁄5⁄5

8⁄8⁄ " area that will 
become the tenon. Don’t waste away the area 
that will be later removed with a handsaw at the 
top of the stretcher – you need this material to 
support the base of the router.

Chamfer 
started
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Repeat this operation on the opposite face of 
the stretcher, and then on the other end. Remove 
the bulk of the remaining waste with a handsaw. I 
actually found this easiest to do with the stretcher 
laid on low sawhorses and one knee holding it in 
place while I sawed. Then clean up the shoulder 

joint. First saw a 1" x 11⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " notch in the stretcher 

and the mid-brace. Fit them using a chisel. Secure 
the mid-brace with glue and a dowel.

Now you can assemble the entire base using 
the same routine you used to join the feet to the 
legs. Saw two kerfs in the tenons on the stretcher. 
Make wedges. Peg and wedge the joint. 

With the base assembled, there are likely 
going to be some parts that aren’t perfectly 
aligned. You want the top surfaces of the base 
to be in the same plane, though that’s a challenge 
to achieve during glue-up. The top edge of my 
stretcher was a bit proud, so I knocked it down 
using a jointer plane.

The tabletop is secured to its base using 
wooden buttons. Each button has a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-thick x 
1"-long tongue that fi ts into a matching notch in 
the base. Then the buttons are screwed to the 
underside of the top. Making the buttons is easy: 
I took some wide 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ "-thick scrap and milled a 
rabbet on the end. Then I ripped the buttons free 
from the scrap board.

To make the notches in the base, I used a 
biscuit joiner. The blade of a biscuit joiner is 1⁄1⁄1

8⁄8⁄ "
thick, so two overlapping cuts gave me the 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "
groove I needed. If you don’t have a biscuit joiner, 
you can secure the top with screws. Drill clear-
ance holes through the braces and ream them out 
to allow the top to expand and contract. 

The base is now complete and you can turn 
your attention to the top. For the project shown 
on the cover, I asked Senior Editor Robert Lang 
to make the top because he was writing the story 
on splines in this issue. For details, see his story 
titled “A Proper Top for the American Trestle 
Table” at right.

For the prototype, I made the top using the air-
dried cherry boards I mentioned at the beginning 
of the article. They had to be dressed by hand 
because they were too wide for the machinery. 

with a block plane and chisel and begin to fi t the 
tenon in its mortise.

Now shape the corbel and glue it to the bot-
tom edge of the stretcher. If you are not going to 
paint your base, be sure to carefully match the 
grain so the corbel and stretcher look like they 
are one piece.

One More Brace – and Buttons
A table this size requires one more brace in the 
stretcher to support the top. For the prototype 
table (which had an 8'-long top), two mid-braces 
were necessary. The smaller braces are simple to 
cut and fi t. I attached the mid-brace using a bridle 

Again, this isn’t a show surface, so you don’t need to worry about planing across the grain; just get 
everything fl ush and in the same plane. I secured my table base against my sawbench for this operation.

Adding the corbels to the stretcher greatly simpli-
fi es cutting the detail and fi tting the tenon. I got 
this idea from a Shaker example.

A piece of fall-off is ideal material for the fence 
for this cut. I marked out the joint with a knife 
all around the stretcher and then positioned the 
fence carefully to cut right up to the knife line.

With the routing complete on this face cheek, this 
is what you should have. The unrouted area will 
be cut away with a handsaw in the next step.

Note that there is no shoulder on the bottom of 
the stretcher’s tenon. The bottom shoulder will 
be created by gluing on the corbels in the next 
step. As you clean up the top part of the shoulder, 
use a square to ensure you are removing all the 
bumps that could interfere with a solid fi t.
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One of the things that never fails to impress 
me about old furniture is the beautiful 

wide planks that were available. One hundred 
fi fty years ago, a tabletop of this size could 
have been made from one or two wide planks. 
The disappearance of old-growth wood has 
forced us to make tops from narrower pieces, 
and along the way we’ve adopted methods 
based on theories that sound good, but don’t 
always make sense when examined closely.

Old woodworking textbooks barely touch 
on gluing two boards together edge to edge 
to make a panel or tabletop. If you had wide 
enough boards available, why would you 
want to? None of the methods commonly 
suggested today, such as ripping wide boards 
into narrow strips or alternating the direction 
of growth rings in every other board, are ever 
discussed. However, these methods appear 
so often today (passed on by many shop 
class teachers) that many woodworkers have 
adopted them as rules. The trouble with them 
is that if you are working with properly dried 
wood at equilibrium with its environment 
you are only making more work for yourself 
in order to make a top that is less stable and 
far less attractive than one made from as few 
pieces as possible.

The most attractive top is a single, wide 
board. The next best thing is one made from 
a few wide pieces with the grain and color 
matched so that it is as close as possible in 
appearance to the ideal. Any method that 
puts the appearance of the fi nished top last 
is artless. Get your hands on the widest stock 
you can, let it equalize to the environment of 
your shop, and get the edges straight and the 
faces fl at. Match the grain on adjacent pieces 
so that the top looks good and don’t worry 
about anything else.

I spent almost as much time selecting and 
arranging the boards for this top, as I did in 
milling, assembling and fi nishing them. To get 
the fi ve boards in this fi nished top, I rooted 
through a stack of about 50, initially selecting 
about 20 of the widest, straightest pieces. I 
lined those up to compare the grain and color 
and rejected another eight boards before 
I began milling the remaining dozen. Four 
more boards either revealed some ugliness, 
twisted during jointing, or were too warped 
to mill fl at.

My normal procedure is to edge glue 
boards together using only butt joints. My fi rst 
attempts at this were more diffi cult and frus-
trating than what I am able to do today. Along 
the way, I’ve learned to prepare stock that is 
straight and fl at, and acquired equipment to 
make that process relatively easy. I’ve learned 
what can go wrong, and ways to prevent or 

repair that. If I were starting over, I might take 
a different approach, and incorporate an aid 
to align the parts like the splines discussed on 
page 12.

Matching the grain for an attractive top is 
more art than science, but it’s vitally impor-
tant, and there are some techniques to make 
the process easier. One of the secrets I’ve 
already divulged – pick through as much lum-
ber as you possibly can to get the boards that 
belong in the top. Often you will fi nd boards 
from the same tree, and these will give you 
the best opportunity of getting a good match.

I look for similar grain patterns, and most 
of the time fl at- or plain-sawn stock will have 
a cathedral pattern in the middle of the 
board, with straighter grain along the edges. 
As I mill the boards and get them to fi nished 
width, I try to keep the arches centered, and 
match the straight grain to straight grain. If 
the straight grain isn’t present on the edges, 
match one cathedral to another or try to get 
it to blend with the straight grain on the next 
board for the most attractive look.

Leaving the pieces long until after the top is 
glued together allows you to slide them back 
and forth until the best match is achieved. 
Some woodworkers will look at the grain 
direction on the edges while matching so that 
fi nal smooth planing will be less likely to result 
in tear-out. I don’t bother with this, although 
sometimes I wish I had. I don’t want to be 
distracted from getting an attractive top, and I 
think one of the best challenges in woodwork-
ing is getting to really know the material and 
fi nding an effective way to deal with the tricky 
spots. Keeping the edges aligned during glue-
up minimizes the amount of planing to be 
done afterwards and with a sharp plane iron 
there will be a magic angle at which to plane. 
The challenge is in discovering it. 

— Robert Lang

A Proper Top for the American Trestle Table

Even though a single board wouldn’t have 
a repeating pattern of cathedral arches and 
straight grain, careful attention to matching 
similar patterns on the edges of individual 
boards results in an attractive top.

The challenge of such a top is an article unto 
itself. Robert’s approach to the top is simpler, 
looks great and is easily executed.

Notes on Finishing (and Feasting)
The base is painted a traditional Shaker green. It 
might look brighter than what you expect from 
Shaker furniture, but it’s likely dead-on. John T. 
Kirk, the author of “Shaker World” (Harry N. 
Abrams), created this green by mixing it accord-
ing to the Shaker’s recipes. The other hues, par-
ticularly the red and yellow, were also bright to 
our eyes. We usually expect muted tones from 
the Shakers, but those somber colors are probably 
the result of fading and patina from age. 

To get this color, we let our local Sherwin-
Williams do the matching work. They came 
up with a color they call “Shade-Grown” (SW 
6188). For details on applying a painted fi nish, 
see “How to Paint Furniture Like a Professional” 
on page 30.

With the table complete, it’s a remarkable bit 
of engineering. I cringe (and then marvel) at how 
my 5-year-old gymnast can vault herself off its 
edge while the whole thing stays rooted. It is so 
lightweight that I can lift the end of the 8'-long 
prototype with two fi ngers to vacuum up bits of 
macaroni and cheese. 

And then there’s the width. The table here is 
32". I made the fi rst version at 28". I like the nar-
row width; eating and entertaining is a far more 
intimate affair because of it. There’s plenty of 
room for the place settings, but the narrow width 
brings an unexpected, welcome closeness.

This is a good thing for both of my families. 
The table at home knits us tighter together at 
dinnertime. The version shown here, which now 
graces our magazine’s offi ce, keeps the editors 
close at hand as we plan the next issue. WM

— Christopher Schwarz

Set the biscuit joiner’s fence so that there’s 1⁄2⁄2⁄ " 
between the fence and blade. Make all the cuts 
in the table base on your braces and mid-brace. 
Then set the fence so there’s 5⁄5⁄5 8⁄8⁄ " between the 
fence and blade and repeat all your cuts.

Buttons
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Must-have Woodworking ‘Bibles’
Some woodworking books 

are good reading. Others have 

changed our lives and are 

constant companions. 

Even woodworking editors had to learn wood-
working from somewhere. Whether it was on 
the job or from a family member, an important 
secondary source of education came from read-
ing woodworking books (and sometimes maga-
zines). It’s easy to track the books that were most 
important to us, because they’re usually still close 
at hand and still get regularly cracked open to 
check a detail or three.

We felt it worth the time to open our libraries 
to you in the hopes that what we found influ-
ential and educational would also assist you 
(at whatever learning level) in continuing your 
woodworking education. While each of us have 
chosen three books to recommend, there was 
general consensus that all are worthy of hearty 
recommendation.

David Thiel learned woodworking in his father’s 
custom-woodworking shop as a teenager. While 
that was a good education, he found that books 
gave him a broader view of the woodworking 
world. His recommendations for reading are:

‘Tage Frid Teaches Woodworking’
by Tage Frid, 
The Taunton Press 

This book is actually three books that are sold 
as a set. Book one addresses joinery; book two 
discusses shaping, veneering and fi nishing; and 
book three tackles building furniture.

These books were among the fi rst modern 
works published in the United States to explain 
many operations that were once trade secrets. 
Danish master woodworker Tage Frid (it’s pro-
nounced “Tay”) addresses almost every detail of 
woodworking, from wood movement to joinery 
to fi nishing. The information is extensive and 
presented in a no-nonsense, conversational man-
ner and addresses alternative techniques when 
Frid feels it appropriate.

These books are great for teaching woodwork-
ing basics, brushing up on techniques and just as 
a reference for everyday use. I feel right at home 
with them because Frid’s style reminds me of my 
German woodworking father.

‘Encyclopedia of Furniture Making’
by Ernest Joyce, 
Sterling Publishing Co.

The “Encyclopedia of Furniture Making” reads 
exactly as it sounds. While Frid taught wood-
working by talking to the reader, this encyclope-
dia presents exhaustive amounts of woodworking 
information in a clinical, academic format.

While woodworking techniques are covered in 
this book, the information on a variety of wood-
working joints, drafting, woodshop geometry, 
hardware and fasteners, as well as historical infor-

mation on furniture styles, answers thousands of 
questions that every woodworker will eventually 
encounter. It belongs in the woodshop, not on a 
book shelf. 

‘Understanding Wood Finishing’
by Bob Flexner, 
Readers Digest, revised and updated

Finishing is like alchemy to most woodworkers. 
The variety of fi nishing materials can be confus-
ing, and even when we follow the instructions it 
seems that something goes wrong. Clearing the 
air and offering the unvarnished truth (sorry), 
Bob Flexner presents practical information on 
every imaginable fi nishing technique. 

Flexner helps you determine if you should 
even put a finish on a project and if so, what 
fi nish provides the best balance of beauty and 

Whether they are brand new, or found used in a bookstore, the collection of books above will form a 
solid core for your personal woodworking library. And be assured, you’ll refer back to them often.
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durability. Then, he shows you how to apply the 
fi nish (including many trade secrets).

Even if you’ve perfected the use of a particu-
lar fi nish that you’re happy with, Flexner’s book 
gives you the opportunity to experiment with 
confi dence. 

Christopher Schwarz learned woodworking from 
his father, grandfather and classes after college. 
His recommendations for reading include:

‘Illustrated Cabinetmaking’
by Bill Hylton, 
Readers Digest

This book by Bill Hylton is the “Gray’s Anatomy” 
of woodworking. One-third of the book is devoted 
to explaining the anatomy of hundreds of joints 
and subassemblies. You’ll understand what all 
the parts are called and what they do.

The rest of the book is fi lled with page after 
page of detailed drawings of all the furniture 
forms. These aren’t plans; they’re better. The 3-
D exploded drawings show the different parts to 
common (and uncommon) furniture forms. Plus 
Hylton explains the rules for each furniture form 
(e.g. how high should coffee tables be). When I 
build a new form of furniture, such as a bonnet 
cupboard, my fi rst stop is this book.

However, just like “Gray’s Anatomy” won’t 
tell you how to fi x a spleen, this book doesn’t have 
the necessary how-to information. For that, you 
need the next book on my list.

‘Woodwork Joints’
by Charles H. Hayward, 
Evans Brothers, Drake Publishers or 
Sterling Publishing Co.

I hate to recommend this book because it’s cur-
rently out of print. But it is widely available used 
and is worth every minute you spend hunting 
it down. Charles H. Hayward was a classically 
trained British woodworker who wrote many of 
my favorite books, but “Woodwork Joints” is by 
far my favorite. Hayward’s clear text and exquisite 
illustrations explain how to make every major 
woodworking joint using hand tools – though the 
machine processes are easy to graft on.

With any luck, a publisher will see the genius 
of this book and bring it back into circulation.

‘The Complete Guide to Sharpening’
by Leonard Lee, 
The Taunton Press

Sharpening is a gateway skill. Once you know 
the basics of putting a keen edge on a blade, 
you will find entire new frontiers of the craft 
to explore. I learned to sharpen before Leonard 
Lee’s book came out in 1995, but it guided my 
development from a rudimentary sharpener to 
someone who can put a keen microbevel on a 
Chevy bumper.

print, but easy to fi nd. The photos and projects 
show their age, but the techniques presented are 
thorough and comprehensive. At 928 pages, there 
is room to explain nearly every situation a wood-
worker might come across, from designing and 
making cutlists, to the safe way to use machinery 
and the right way to put things together. I don’t 
think there is another book on the subject with 
this much information.

‘The Complete Woodworker’
edited by Bernard E. Jones, 
Ten Speed Press 

This book is quite similar to “Cabinetmaking and 
Millwork” but about 70 years older. A reprint of 
an early 20th-century textbook, it covers hand 
tools and making joints by hand in much the same 
way as Feirer covers machines. If you want to 
know how it “used to be done” this is the best 
source available. Because of my interest in fur-
niture from this period, this book has been espe-
cially valuable to me in understanding the tools, 
techniques and mind-set of woodworkers in the 
Arts & Crafts era.

The style is naturally dated, but it is an enjoy-
able read; it reminds me of talking to my late 
grandfather. The photographs and drawings are 
clear and the techniques are sound. In addition 
to the basic techniques, the authors explain what 
can go wrong, what is liable to break if you’re 
a “trifle” off, and when you’re likely to wear 
yourself out by working too hard. It is also a 
comprehensive book, covering everything from 
sharpening and using common and uncommon 
tools, basic and intricate joints to inlay, veneer-
ing and fi nishing. WM
 — Woodworking Magazine staff

Lee explains metallurgy, the science of sharp-
ening, and the how-to information you need to 
get the job done without fuss and to a high level. 
I use this book regularly whenever I encounter 
a tool that’s new to me that I need to sharpen, 
such as an incannel gouge or another odd carv-
ing tool. And this book isn’t just for hand tools 
– Lee shows you how to properly sharpen the 
knives for your powered planer and jointer, your 
hollow-chisel mortiser and chainsaw. 

Robert Lang learned woodworking on the job 
in a number of cabinet and other woodworking 
shops. He is the author of several “Shop Draw-
ings” books and the new “The Complete Kitchen 
Cabinetmaker” (Cambium). His recommenda-
tions for reading include:

‘Understanding Wood: A Craftsman’s 
Guide to Wood Technology’
by R. Bruce Hoadley, 
The Taunton Press

Tage Frid once made the comment that you can’t 
be a good designer without a thorough knowledge 
of the material. I think this applies to woodwork-
ers as well. Ignorance of how the material is likely 
to behave is the No. 1 cause of frustration and 
failure. R. Bruce Hoadley combines his technical 
education (a Ph.D. in wood technology) with a 
clear writing style (he’s also an amateur wood-
worker). That’s one of the reasons this book is so 
helpful; the technical parts won’t put you to sleep 
and the reasoning makes sense. He also covers the 
behavior of wood as it changes from a growing 
living thing to part of a piece of furniture.

If I’m about to go out on a limb with an 
unusual application or a material I’m not famil-
iar with, I check this source fi rst. I’ve even pulled 
it out on occasion to explain to an adamant cli-
ent or designer why what they want me to make 
shouldn’t be made the way they want me to do it. 
In the preface, Hoadley talks about wood-mois-
ture relationships being the arch enemy, and the 
rest of the book provides practical strategies and 
tactics for doing battle. 

‘Cabinetmaking and Millwork’
by John L. Feirer, 
Chas. A Bennet Co.

When I was 20 years old, a friend and I started 
a woodworking business with a hand-me-down 
Yates-American table saw/jointer, a Craftsman 
router and this book. By the time I was 21, the 
router was toast and we were out of business. But 
I kept the book and still refer to it today. After 
talking my way into jobs that required more skill 
and experience than I possessed, I would keep 
this book in my car and run out to look things 
up on my coffee and lunch breaks. 

This book was a shop-class textbook in the 
1950s and 1960s and is another title that is out of 

Not all woodworking books will make you a bet-
ter woodworker. Our staff thinks this particular 
title belongs in the “fi ction” section of the book-
store. It’s not a bad book, but it’s much easier to 
have woodworking as a hobby than as a career.
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Paint Furniture Like a Professional
This time-honored fi nishing

approach helps highlight – 

not hide – the beauty of your 

workmanship. 

Painted furniture has a long and storied history, Painted furniture has a long and storied history, P
from the rich lacquer work of China and Japan, to 
the French baroque of Louis XIV, to the simple 
milk paints of the Shakers. Now, we’re not going 
to teach you to create faux Ormulu detailing in 
gold leaf, but a quality painted fi nish can make 
even the knottiest pine look fabulous (with just 
a bit of prep work), and as historically accurate 
– if not more so – than a clear fi nish.

Painting furniture isn’t quite like slapping a 
new coat of color on your living-room wall (which 
is an art unto itself). First, you need to make sure 
you have the correct tools. And it doesn’t pay 
to skimp – spend the extra dosh for top-quality 
paintbrushes. Assuming you clean them correctly 
after every use, they’ll last for years to come and 
give the best results, every time. 

The Tools
While there are a number of good-quality brushes, 
Rick Gayle, who’s been a professional painter for 
more than 20 years (and is a woodworker), rec-
ommends Purdy – nylon bristles for latex paint 
and natural bristles for oil-based paints. They’re 
available at most any hardware or paint store.

I’ve done a fair amount of painting, of both 
furniture and walls, but it never occurred to me 
that rollers were appropriate for furniture painting 
until Gayle introduced me to the concept. While 
it won’t work for turned table legs, a roller is won-
derful for laying down an even layer of paint on 
an apron, tabletop or any other piece with a lot 
of fl at real estate. Look for 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " or 3⁄3⁄3
16⁄16⁄ " nap roller 

covers to match the size of frame best suited to 
the job. The Premium XL Touch-up Kit (from 
Sherwin-Williams) comes with its own small 
roller tray and two extra roller covers, and is easy 
to clean. Don’t go for cheaper foam covers; they 
tend to bring air bubbles to the surface of the paint 
fi lm. Also, lay in a good supply of #150-grit and 

#320-grit sandpaper, some clean lint-free rags 
and a couple plastic pint containers such as you 
might fi nd at the deli counter.

Putties, Primers and Paints
Now that you have your tools, it’s time to select 
products, and again, go for the good stuff – it 
pays off in the long run. 

If you have shallow divots or small cracks 
to fi ll, Gayle suggests using a lightweight non-

shrinking spackle, such as Red Devil One Time, 
Dap Fast or Crackshot. For deeper holes, con-
sider an automotive fi ller such as Bondo (deep 
pockets of spackle are hard to sand fl ush to the 
surface). Then, move on to primer. Look for an 
easy-sand primer such as Porter Paints 184 Sta-
Kil Primer/Sealer, Sherwin-Williams Easy Sand 
Alkyd Primer, Kilz 2 or Kilz Premium. Avoid 
“full-bodied” general purpose primers; they’re 
too thick for furniture projects.

Trim the corners with a small brush and feather the 
edges of the paint line. Then, roll paint over the fl at 
surface of the same piece, making sure to fi rst pick 
up the wet edge you just painted with the brush. 
This will help you avoid unsightly lap lines to pro-
duce a professional-looking fi nish. P
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Now, select your paint. It used to be that oil-
based (alkyd) paints were tougher than acrylics 
and latex-based products. While that’s still tech-
nically true, Gayle says that acrylics and latex 
paints have improved so much in the last several 
years that now they’re darn near as tough as their 
oil-based brethren. Plus, with mineral spirits 
running $9 a gallon and unlikely to come down 
in price, cleanup of oil-based paints is not only 
more time consuming, it’s a lot more expensive. 
(Latex and acrylics can be cleaned up with dish 
soap and water.) And then there’s the drying time. 
With latex or acrylics, you can prime and paint 
the fi rst coat in one day, with at least a couple 
hours of drying time in between (though we don’t 
recommend two fi nish coats of paint in one day, 
no matter what it says on the can). With alkyds, 
the drying time is a lot longer. 

So why wouldn’t you choose a latex or acrylic? 
Well, says Gayle, some people adamantly believe 
oil is still the better choice for baseboards and 
doors, and pieces of furniture that get a lot of 
extremely rough usage. We’re guessing you’re 
not going to let your kids use the new table as a 
jungle gym; eschew the oil. 

If you take our advice and decide on a water-
based product, our expert recommends Sher-
win-Williams Proclassic Waterborne Satin or 
Semi-gloss. If you insist on an oil-base, consider 
Porter Paints Promaster 2000 Interior Alkyd.

Now that you have all your supplies, it’s time 
to paint, right? Well, not quite. First you have to 
select a work site (your shop, which is likely full 
of dust, may not be the best choice). If your proj-
ect is relatively small, try to elevate it on a table 
(covered with a dropcloth) for easier access, and 
put blocks underneath so you can get at the bottom 
edge of the piece with your roller or brush. 

Whatever site you choose, it should be between 
65° and 75°, and protected from the wind. Also, 
avoid direct sunlight. If paint dries too quickly 
due to high heat or wind, you’re more likely to get 
unsightly lap marks or obvious brush marks.

Prepping and Painting
Now take a close look at all the surfaces to fi nd 
and fi ll any gaps, divots or cracks. Don’t count 
on the primer or paint to fill these. After any 
fi ller has had ample time to dry, sand the entire 
surface with #150-grit sandpaper, beginning with 
any areas you fi lled. Of course, if you planed the 
wood, you’ll have to sand only the areas you fi lled, 
fl ush to the surrounding surface. It’s of utmost 
importance to start with a fl at, smooth surface 
so take your time on the prep work.

Once sanding is complete and you’re con-
vinced the surface is as uniformly smooth as can 
be, thoroughly clean all surfaces. First, vacuum 
the project to remove any dust particles buried in 
the grain. Then, wipe carefully with a tack cloth 
or a clean, lint-free rag that has been dipped in 
mineral spirits. Dry the surface with a clean rag 

Supplies
Kilz 
866-774-6371 or kilz.com
■    Kilz 2 
■    Kilz Premium 

Porter Paints Co. 
800-332-6270 or porterpaints.com
■   184 Sta-Kil Primer/Sealer 
■   Promaster 2000 Interior Alkyd 
■   Advantage 900 Series Acrylic

Purdy 
503-286-8217 or purdycorp.com
■   Nylox or Nylon series brushes 

(for water-based pints) 
■   Black china bristle series brushes 

(for alkyds) 

Sherwin-Williams
sherwin-williams.com
■   ProClassic Waterborne Interior Latex
■   Premium XL Touch-up Kit 

and inspect it for any lint or foreign materials.
Finally, it’s time to open your primer. Remove 

the lid, and punch four to six holes around the lip 
of the can. This helps excess primer drain back 
into the can rather than act as glue holding the lid 
to the can the next time you try to open it. Pour 
a small amount of primer into the trough of the 
roller tray. (It’s preferable to add more later if 
necessary rather than transfer unused primer or 
paint back to the original container; that  involves 
greater risk of contaminating the container with 
dust particles, shavings or other foreign objects.) 
Reseal the primer can and set it aside.

Now, mentally break the project into discrete 
sections, and work separately on each one. Dip 
just the end of your brush into the paint, and use 
it to “cut in” or “trim” the areas you won’t be able 
reach with the roller (the corners, for example). 
Work in the direction of the surface on which 
you’ll immediately afterward use the roller, and 
feather the paint at the ends. As much as possible, 
avoid getting primer onto the adjacent or mating 
surface. This sounds a bit confusing, but the idea 
is to always keep a wet edge, because that will 
help you avoid lap marks and lines. So, you don’t 
want to apply primer to any discrete area you’re 
not immediately prepared to complete. 

On the Shaker table, for example, we began 
on one brace, painting all three sides that would 
show. Then, we moved on to the leg, because there 
was a small amount of primer in the crevice that 
we wanted to work with while it was still wet, 
and from there to the contiguous foot. Then we 
moved on to the opposite brace. We saved the 
large expanse of stretcher for last.

Set your brush aside, resting it in a clean pint 
container, covered with a damp, clean cloth. The 
cloth will keep the brush from drying out while 
you’re using the roller. Dip the roller into the tray 
trough just enough to get a little paint on one side 
of the roller, then “roll it out” on the  textured 
washboard area of the tray to remove excess paint. 
Now, roll the paint on to the fl at surface of your 
section, slightly overlapping the brushed area 

while that’s still wet. Work smoothly using long 
confi dent strokes.

When you’re fi nished with the fi rst section, 
cover the roller in the pint container, pick up the 
brush and move on to the next section. Repeat the 
process section by section until all exposed sur-
faces have been primed evenly with one coat.

Now clean your brush, roller cover and con-
tainers while you wait for the primer to dry (make 
sure you watch – it’s very exciting). When you 
think it’s dry, wait a little longer. It will take at 
least four hours, no matter what it says on the 
can. After you’re sure the surface is completely 
dry, sand lightly with #320-grit sandpaper and 
clean the surface thoroughly, as you did before. 
Water-based primers may raise the grain a bit, 
in which case you may need to sand more vigor-
ously, and possibly apply another coat of primer. 
Take a careful look at any knots or sappy streaks 
to ensure the primer has completely sealed those 
problem areas. Make any repairs you missed on 
your initial inspection (primer will highlight 
them) and spot prime or re-prime as necessary. 
Eager as you may be to get to painting, it really is a 
good idea to use two coats of primer on previously 
unfi nished wood. It will further seal and block 
resin, and keep it from bleeding through what you 
thought was going to be your fi nish coat.

When you’re fi nished priming, prepare the 
surface for the fi rst coat of paint by sanding and 
cleaning it. Then, follow the same procedure 
you used in priming. Plan on at least two coats 
of paint (with sanding in between if necessary), 
with a full day in between each. And don’t be 
surprised if a third coat is required. WM

— Megan Fitzpatrick

We used the Premium XL Touch-up Kit (with roller, 
roller covers and tray), Purdy Nylox brush, a rag, 
and Sherwin-Williams Proclassic Waterborne Satin.
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Note
Click on the company name below to visit their web site.



Our fi rst house was an 1899 Victorian cottage 
with high ceilings, beautiful trim and absolutely 
no form of heating or air conditioning whatso-
ever. On the day we closed on the house, the local 
utility company stopped by to “red tag” our “fur-
nace,” which actually was a gas-fueled ticking 
time bomb in our dirt-fl oored cellar.

So the fi rst order of business was to install a 
furnace and duct work – we had neither. When 
the contractors showed up they cut holes for the 
registers in our beautiful fl oors and they stacked 
up all the scraps on our back porch.

“That’s heart pine,” the furnace guy said. “It’s 
nice stuff and you should keep it.”

I was skeptical. At the time, I was taking 
woodworking classes at the University of Ken-
tucky and was in love with other woods. The 
instructor had stacks of exotics of all colors and 
smells – species I had never seen before. Stuff that 
looked like snakeskin and red lace. The instructor 
made us practice all our joinery in poplar, and I 
always felt like we were getting a raw deal. He 
got to work with the ebony and redheart. Pine, 
in my mind, was the stuff in the stud walls of the 
houses that we built on our farm while growing up 
in Arkansas. It was not a furniture material.

But I kept the pile of heart pine, fi guring I 
could burn it some day after we fi xed one of our 
four broken fi replaces.

I didn’t yet have a workshop and would work 
on our back porch, so it was inevitable that I 
would one day pick up the little tongue-and-
groove pieces of pine and put them to work. At 
fi rst I used them to prop up some kitchen shut-
ters I’d made so I could apply stain and fi nish. 
Then they graduated to becoming backing boards 
when I wanted to drill a hole through a piece of 
“nice” wood without blowing out the grain on 
the exit side.

Then one day I used a few scraps to make a 
bench hook and I was (for lack of a better word) 
hooked. When I cut the pine on my table saw, it 
released a deep and intoxicating forest smell, like 
sweet turpentine being poured right into my brain. 

End Grain

Pining for PinePining for Pine
How a deep-seated love for 

the deciduous became dislodged.

And the stuff was harder than any other pine I’d 
ever seen. The growth rings were spaced so close 
together that the earlywood and latewood were 
about the same – a real rarity in the fast-growing 
pine family. These boards had come from some 
slow-growing trees. All in all, the wood was a joy 
to work. It planed beautifully and left a shimmer-
ing surface. And because it was a softwood, its 
grain structure was essentially closed – varnish 
laid out nice and fl at on it.

Our forebears also appreciated pine, which 
was then plentiful, as it still is today. Though 
wealthy city dwellers in the 18th and 19th centu-
ries preferred mahogany, walnut and other hard-
woods, the rural furniture maker and less well-to-
do would make do with pine. Our archaeological 
furniture record is clear on this point.

So I began looking at this genus a little dif-
ferently. I tried using different species of pine as 
a secondary wood in a few projects. I used it to 
make some shop furniture. Then I began using it 
as a primary wood, though I would paint it.

When the day came to build my fi rst work-
bench to replace my grandfather’s bench, I did not 
hesitate in selecting yellow pine for the top, legs 
and stretchers. I knew it would perform beauti-
fully. I was right.

In fact, many woodworkers who have been 
through our shop have asked me where I get the 
clear and straight primo pine I use for my benches. 
I tell the truth: I pull it off the racks at any home 
center. The trick to using the stuff is to buy the 
wider stock, usually 2 x 12s. That stuff is always 
clearer and has a signifi cant amount of nice quar-
tersawn grain at the edges of the boards.

And when the day came to build a large din-
ing-room table for my growing family, I went 
to the home center, bought $37 of yellow pine 
and got busy. When I fi nished the table in my 
basement workshop, I propped it up on four little 
heart-pine blocks, scarred by dozens of drill bits, 
splattered by shellac. But the blocks were still 
– like the wood itself – willing and useful. WM

— Christopher Schwarz 
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“Starting right is half the secret . If we start right, we soon acquire skill by 
practicing. If we start wrong , practice will not bring skill .”

— Alfred P. Morgan, “Tools & How to Use Them for Woodworking”Extras
Hot Off the (CD) Press:
Five Issues of Woodworking 
Magazine on One Disc!Magazine on One Disc!Magazine

This new, easy-to-navigate and searchable CD 
collection gives you instant access to the fi rst 
fi ve issues of Woodworking Magazine – including Woodworking Magazine – including Woodworking Magazine
the fi rst three editions, which are sold out. And 
what’s more, these digital versions of Wood-
working Magazine have been enhanced with working Magazine have been enhanced with working Magazine
features that allow you to dig deeper into topics 
that interest you. Here’s just a sample of what 
you’ll fi nd:

■ Expanded Content: The fi ve digital issues 
contain special links that take you to expanded 
(and constantly updated) information on our 
web site. Need more information on building 
the Roubo Workbench from the Autumn 2005 
issue? A quick click will scour our site for all the 
latest information on the bench and bring it up 
for you in your computer’s web browser.

■ Help With Tools and Supplies: Buying the 
tools we recommend or the supplies you need tools we recommend or the supplies you need 
for a project is simple with the enhanced CD. for a project is simple with the enhanced CD. 
Click on a supplies box and you’ll be whisked to Click on a supplies box and you’ll be whisked to 
the company’s web site where another couple the company’s web site where another couple 
clicks will let you purchase the items you need. clicks will let you purchase the items you need. 

■ Find the Information You Want: All of the 
fi les are fully searchable so you can fi nd that fi les are fully searchable so you can fi nd that 
trick, technique or quote you’re looking for.trick, technique or quote you’re looking for.

■ It’s Great for the Shop: You’ll no longer 
have to worry about spilling varnish on your have to worry about spilling varnish on your 
printed copy of the magazine – simply print out printed copy of the magazine – simply print out 
the construction drawings you need and head the construction drawings you need and head 
out to the shop.out to the shop.

Order your copy of this exclusive disc now at Order your copy of this exclusive disc now at 
woodworking-magazine.com or call 800-258-
0929 (just $17.95, including s&h!).

What is Woodworking Magazine?
Woodworking Magazine teaches the fundamen-Woodworking Magazine teaches the fundamen-Woodworking Magazine
tal knowledge necessary for good craftsman-
ship. Our goal is to make you an independent, 
mindful and competent woodworker by fi lling 
the inevitable knowledge gaps left by teaching 
the craft to yourself. To ensure our magazine 
is of the highest quality, we challenge wood-
working’s conventional wisdom to fi nd the 
techniques, materials and tools that work best. 
Every operation and tool in Woodworking Maga-
zine has been tested time and again by our staff zine has been tested time and again by our staff zine
of professional and enthusiastic amateur wood-
workers in our shop in Cincinnati.

Why is there no advertising?
To ensure that Woodworking Magazine is free Woodworking Magazine is free Woodworking Magazine
of bias – or the perception of bias – we don’t 
accept any outside advertising from the manu-
facturers or sellers of woodworking tools and 
equipment.

Who publishes this magazine? 
And who are the editors?
Woodworking Magazine is owned by F+W Woodworking Magazine is owned by F+W Woodworking Magazine
Publications, Inc. F+W publishes a wide variety 
of magazines and books for the enthusiast on 
topics that include hunting, scrapbooking, 
gardening, writing and woodworking. The 
editors include a staff of professional journal-
ists and woodworkers who also work on a sister 
publication, Popular Woodworking. Their names, 
phone numbers and e-mail addresses are listed 
on page 1, as well as online.

Questions About Woodworking Magazine?

What is the future of Woodworking 
Magazine; is it available by subscription?
After receiving a positive response to our fi rst 
six issues, we are considering offering the 
magazine on a subscription basis, and expect 
a decision soon. For up-to-date information on 
the future of Woodworking Magazine, please Woodworking Magazine, please Woodworking Magazine
visit our web site and sign up for our free e-mail 
newsletter (woodworking-magazine.com).

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTE
Safety is your responsibility. Manufacturers 
place safety devices on their equipment for a 
reason. In many photos you see in Woodworking 
Magazine, these have been removed to provide 
clarity. In some cases we’ll use an awkward 
body position so you can better see what’s 
being demonstrated. Don’t copy us. Think 
about each procedure you’re going to perform 
beforehand. Safety First!

CONTACT US
We welcome letters from readers with 
comments about this magazine, or about 
woodworking in general. We try to respond 
to all correspondence. To send us a letter:
■ E-mail: letters@fwpubs.com
■ Fax: 513-891-7196
■  Mail carrier:

Letters • Woodworking Magazine
4700 E. Galbraith Road
Cincinnati, OH 45236

Discover In-depth Information at Discover In-depth Information at 
Woodworking Magazine’s Weblog ’s Weblog 
Our magazine’s weblog (some people call 
it a “blog”) allows you to explore in further 
depth the projects, tools and techniques in the 
printed version of the magazine.

Updated weekly, our weblog discusses what 
we’re working on for future issues, answers 
questions from readers about projects we’ve 
published, and discusses the techniques we’re 
testing right now in our shop. To visit our 
weblog, go to woodworking-magazine.com 
and click on “Weblog” at the top of the page.

Recently on the Recently on the 
weblog: Mind-blowing weblog: Mind-blowing 
3-D plans you can manipulate and rotate 3-D plans you can manipulate and rotate 
for 360° viewing with a FREE downloadable 
program (we give you the link).

http://www.woodworking-magazine.com/blog/
schwarzc
Note
Click on the image above to visit our weblog.

http://www.woodworking-magazine.com/contact.asp
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Types of Collets

split shaft
� Split splines are 
machined directly 
onto the end of 
the shaft
� Holding pressure 
is only exerted 
against part of 
the bit shank
� When the collet 
wears, there's no 
way to replace it

split shaft
with sleeve 
adapters
� Adapters used in 
both split and 
tapered shafts
� Sleeves allow 
use of both ¬" and 
ø" shank bits
� Dedicated 
collets without 
sleeves preferable

tapered shaft
with multi-slit
� Allows positive, 
even pressure on 
all sides of bit 
shaft
� Best hold
� Collet is often 
attached to nut 
as single assembly

How a collet works Proper Collet 
Maintenance� A collet is the steel sleeve that holds a 

router bit in a router. The collet works with 
the router shaft (connected directly to the 
motor) and the collet nut.
� Collets are machined to perfectly mate 
with the tapered recess in the end of the shaft 
and to hold a router bit with just enough 
clearance to slip the bit in and out when loose. 
� For the best grip, a router bit should be 
fully inserted into the collet and then 
backed out about å" (leaving between œ" and 
1" of the shaft in the collet). The gap allows 
the collet and bit to be pulled down as the 
nut is tightened. If the bit is bottomed out in 
the shaft before tightening, the bit has 
nowhere to move and the collet won't tighten 
properly. 
� Many routers have self-releasing collets 
that can cause confusion when releasing a 
bit. These collets have a mechanical connec-
tion that holds the bit in the collet tightly, 
even after the nut has been loosened. As you 
continue to loosen the nut, the mechanical 
connection releases and the bit will then 
come loose.

tapered shaft
with single slit
� More common 
arrangement
� Less flexible 
because of single 
slit
� Less positive 
contact on bit 
shank than multi-
slit collet

Think of the collet as a consum-
able item in your router. Much like 
the brakes on your car, the collet 
will wear and become less efficient 
over time. If you notice problems 
holding bits, it may just be time to 
replace the collet.

As with most tools, parts that 
have metal-to-metal contact, or 
are in contact with dust and pitch, 
will wear over time or require 
maintenance. Worn, scratched, dirty 
or out-of-round collets will not 
provide adequate holding power 
and can increase run-out and 
vibration.
� To extend the life of your collet, 
never tighten a collet without a 
bit in place. This can compress or 
deform the collet, leading to an 
improper fit on the bit.
Pitch and dust can build up in and 
on the collet, as well as in the 
recess of the shaft and inside the 
collet nut. A simple cleaning every 
so often will ensure a tight fit on 
the bit.
� Clean the collet parts with a 
rag dampened with a cleaning 
solution such as Naptha.
� Use a small brush with either 
nylon or brass bristles to reach 
into close areas. These bristles 
will clean the collet without 
damaging the metal surfaces.
� Use ��0000 steel wool or a 
synthetic scouring pad to remove 
burrs or nicks from the collet. 
Don't use sandpaper  this will only 
add scratches to the collet. 
� A bronze cleaning brush 
commonly used for gun cleaning 
will also help smooth out damaged 
surfaces.

 .,

Illustrations by Matt Bantly
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